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ADDENDit SHEET 

The high frequency distortion can be improved in some 
instances by modifying the coupling between the primary 
and secondary of the modulation transformer. This is 
done by connecting a capacity of . 001 to . 003 mfds. 
between the high side of the secondary and one side 
of the primary. This is a matter of trial, and gener-
ally will be between terminals 3 and 5. When no advan-
tage is gained, the capacity will be omitted. 
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ADDENDA SHEET 
BC-5P2 

C., ECN-8221, 8645 

D-22251 Schematic: 

On D-22251 Audio Driver Schematic, C423 and C424 Capacitors 
.005 mfd., were added between Pin 4 of V404 and V405 respect-
ively to ground. 

Add symbol C425, . 005 mfd. 1 KV, from pin 4 of tube V403 to 
ground. 

Add symbol C426, . 005 mfd., 1 KV, from pin 4 of tube V406, to 
ground. 

ECN-8221, 8769 

D-22250 Schematic - - G-78206 Overall Schematic 

On D-22250 Frequency Control Unit Schematic and C-78206 
Overall Schematic, add R524, Resistor, 22 ohm, 2W. 5% to 
circuit between pin 6 of XV502 and pin 3 of XV504 to provide 
surge current limiting protection. 

NOTE: To effect BC-5P2 with Serial numbers 64297 and higher 

D-22250 & C-78206 

Add Filament Bypass Capacitors C522 and C523 (. 01 uf., 1 KV.) 
from V501, Pins 2 and 7 to ground. 

ECN-8221 
" 8645 -1- Gates Radio Company 
" 8769 Quincy, Illinois 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Gates' BC-5P, 5 KW broadcast transmitter is designed for continu-
ous duty operation. Many stations find a lucrative market in all 
night operation and maintain a "24" hour schedule except for brief 
weekly or semi-weekly shutdown periods for maintenance. Many sta-
tions are now being operated by remote control with no direct ob-
servation of the transmitting equipment during the majority of the 
operating time. The Gates' BC-5P, 5 KW broadcast transmitter has 
been designed with these considerations in mind and every effort 
has been made to obtain the best quality cohlponents and conserva-
tive ratings so that this equipment will perform satisfactorily 
under severe operating conditions. The Gates' BC-5P broadcast 
transmitter as herein offered is the culmination of a year and 
a half study by the broadcast section of the Gates Radio Company 
Engineering Staff. The close contact of the Engineering Depart-
ment of the Gates Radio Company with those using various radio 
equipment has )rovided a guide as to those features that users 
of broadcast equipment now currently desire incorporated in equip-
ment and as far as practical, these features have been incorpora-
ted in the Gates' BC-5P, 5 KW broadcast transmitter. 

The Gates' BC-5P, 5 KW broadcast transmitter, is completely self-
contained in three cubicles each 24" wide, 36" deep and 78" high. 
The three unis, when joined as a single assembly, with trim, doors, 
etc., makes a unit 73-3/8 inches long, 39-1/4" deep and 78" high, 
These three cubicles contain as separate units, a power supply, a 
modulator, and a radio frequency unit. às there are no mechanical 
interconnections such as tuning drives, bus-work, supporting frames, 
etc., the cubicles may be arranged in respect with each other in 
any sequence as best suits the installation. With additional end 
bells, the cubicles may be installed as separate units. The inter-
wiring requirements is only nine wires from the power cubicle to 
each of the other cubicles for standard operation. With the isola-
ted unit operation, "High-Voltage ON and OFF" switches would be 
desirable on each separated cubicle, requiring two additional 
wires. High voltage wiring is by means of high voltage cable, 
approximately three per cubicle is required. 

; PH.:-33R 1 RF I PJR I MOD I MOD 1 PR RF I PILLSOR  
The arrangement of the cubicles may be in any sequence desired. It 
is recommended that the Power Cubicle b next to the Radio Frequency 
Cubicle so the high voltage control will be convenient for tuning 
adjustments. 

I MOD F-J7f75M7-1 RF I PWR I 

The Power Cubicle may be placed at the end so the 
control functions can be reached from the opera-
ting desk without additional wiring. às sug-
gested above, the Radio Frequency Cubicle should 
be adjacent to the Power Cubicle. 
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Currently, there has been considerable interest in "Conelrad" opera-
tion of broadcast transmitters. This is presently being done by 
(1) an auxiliary transmitter, generally lower power, ( 2) manually 
retuning the main transmitter which is the source of income for the 
broadcasting station and ( 3) retune the main transmitter to a Conelrad 
frequency by means of contactors to preset adjustments. The Gates' 
BC-5P, 5 KW transmitter is so designed that a second radio frequency 
unit tuned to the Conelrad frequency may be installed and switched 
into service in place of the standard frequency unit. As the radio 
unit is reduced to its minimum essentials, the filter, modulation 
components, etc., being in the Power and Modulator Cubicles, the 
Conelrad R.F. unit is economically more practical than a complete 
transmitter of lower power. The regular broadcast frequency unit 
may be operated at its maximum efficiency for the normal broadcast 
service, and the Conelrad frequency unit at its maximum efficiency 
and power, This latter unit will also serve as a spare radio fre-
quency unit which can be tuned to the standard frequency vary quickly, 
or serve as a check on performance, if desired. Also, in the case 
of remote controlled transmitters, the Conelrad unit may be started, 
switched in service, or shut down, by the addition of a simple re-
lay system. 

PRELIMINARY PLANNING  

The initial planning of the transmitter arrangement is most frequently 
determined by individual conditions and requirements. These fall into 
five catagories: ( 1) a completely new installation, (2) replacement 
of present equipment, ( 3) increase of power from present equipment 
and (4) unattended operation, ( 5) auxiliary or Conelrad transmitter 
for high power installation. The points brought out in this discus-
sion are to call attention to features which experience has found to 
obtain the best efficiency of equipment and personnel. With a com-
pletely new installation, and due to the mechanical and electrical 
flexibility of the Gates' BC-5P transmitter, no particular arranË,e-
ment will be recommended other than have been already indicated. Also 
such installations might require directional antenna systems with pha-
sors of various si zes and complexities, the possibility of remote con-
trol for a portion of the operating time, or perhaps the full opera-
ting time; that the station might have or contemplate other broadcast 
services from the same site, each installation must be considered for 
its own peculiar conditions. 

Should new building be constructed, whether for attended operation 
or remote control, consideration should be given for adequate storage 
space for tubes and spare parts. For attended operation, the room 
should be well ventilated with windows on all sides, with ventilation 
provisions during hot rainy weather. The windows and doors should be 
protected by screens, especially in climates where insects prevail. 
While the transmitter is well enclosed so insects will not get into 
the equipment, the operators efficiency and comfort will be greatly 
improved. 
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UN.JTENDED OPERATION  

When a transmitter is to be operated solely be remote control, there 
is a tendency to make the transmitter building only large enough to 
house the trans.aitter and whatever auxiliary equipment is required. 
It is suggested that consideration be given to allowing for storage 
facilities for tubes and spare parts, roem for a smUl workbench, and 
most important of all, some room for permitting the setting up of test 
equipment as may be required at the original installation, and to 
make the periodic performance measurements as required by the Federal 
Communications Commission or other governing body of the country in 
which the installation is made. 

VENTIWLTION 

Ventilating the transaitter building presents a wide range of prob-
lems due to the climate, general weather conditions, the particular 
type of operation, etc. Some localities may be subject to sudden 
heavy rain storms; other, dry with dust or sand; other cold, and 
heavy snow during the winter. If the transmitter is located in a 
fairly large room, the volume will tend to dissipate the heat. If 
the room is small, ceiling low, the exhaust heat may be trapped and 
built rather high by the end of the operating period. The heat given 
off by a radio transmitter is the difference of the power taken from 
the power lines and that put in the antenna system. The Gates' 
BC-5P transmitter through careful design has eliminated many sources 
of power loss and, consequently, heat rise. The designs has been, 
as in the case of previous Gates transmitters, to allow for unfavor-
able operating conditions. With previous models of transmitters, many 
so designed have given very satisfactory performance. A number of 
these installations have installed ventilating facilities for the 
building, and without exception, report increased tube life and im-
proved performance of the transmitter. 

It is suggested that if a ventilating system is not planned at the 
time of the transmitter installation, such a passibility be consider-
ed, and provisions made at the time of building construction so that 
a ventilating system might be added at a later date if this seems de-
sirable without extensive remodeling of the building. 

Many installations provide ducts from the top of the transmitter to 
the outside of the building. If this is done, the ducts should go 
straight up through the roof, and be capped with all-weather ventila-
tors. Some provisions should be made to allow entry of outside air, 
should the building be sealed tight, efficient air circulation might 
not be obtained. The exhaust air might be arranged so as to be di-
rected into the building during cold weather. The normal heat dis-
sipation of the transmitter during program operation is six kilowatts. 
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The exhaust ducts may also be supplied with a booster fan. This fan 
may be controlled from the transmitter blower or filament circuits, 
or by a thermostat in the exhaust duct. The rectifier tubes are sub-
ject to arc-backs if they are too cold, and the thermostat would al-
low these tubes to reach the proper temperature. This thermostat 
can be the type used for furnace control. 

If the transmitter is not equipped with exhaust ducts, it is recom-
mended that an attic fan of 2500 c.f.m. or larger be installed, This 
is most effective if the air flow can be directed as to pull air from 
across the top of the transuitter. That is, an attic fan in an un-
ceilinged room such as might be used on a remotely controlled instal-
lation, would be ineffective if a window directly below it were open. 
However, if a window on the opposite side of the room were opened 
air would be drawn from around the transmitter taking away the ex-
haust air. With such installation, the exhaust fan should be so 
mounted as to be operative during inclement weather. This can be 
done by setting the fan back several feat from the exhaust opening, 
and building an exhaust tunnel. With louvres across the opening, no 
rain will be admitted except in the tunnel, and much of this will be 
deflected away by the air stream during the operating period. 

If the room has a ceiling, and the fan installed in the attic, coi] lug 
openings abóve the transmitter will allow air to be drawn from around 
the transmitter, regardless of which windows are open. 

A practical form of installation is to build the transmitter into a 
wall. This wall should join the transmitter behind the front corner 
trim strips ( from front edge of the base) so these trim strips may be 
removed. Doors should be preferably located at each end. Such an 
installation will then permit the use of a room air conditioner if 
climatic conditions so warrant. 

Some installations have studio and transmitting facilities combined 
in one building. The question is sometimes asked as to whether a 
microphone might be used along side the transmitter. If a combined 
operation is desired, it is recommended that the transmitter be in a 
separate room, possibly with view windows for the observation of per-
formance. High voltage ON-OFF switches could be readily run to the 
control desk. 

When the transmitter is replacing existing equipment, the installa-
tion is complicated in that transmitting facilities must be main-
tained during the installation. The Gates' BC-5P transmitter is the 
ideal answer to the problems as the three cubicles may be placed 
wherever space is available, and connected by temporary wiring. 
When the transmitter performance has been checked, and the final 
position cleared, moving the transmitter and restoring it to operation 
is relatively simple and fast. 
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When the transmitter is to be used as qn auxiliary or Conelrad trans-
mitter at a high power transmitter site, the instalintion is dictated 
by the existent conditions. If the operation is anticipated for short 
durations, the ventilation considerations may be relaxed. The con-
trol circuits in the Gates' BC-5P transmitter are so designed and 
arranged that interlocking with other facilities may be done with-
out internal wiring changes. 

The external wiring may be by means of conduit or wire troughs in 
the floor. The latter allows for future expansion, but with some 
floorings is sometimes hard to make a finished appearance The 
drawing C-19628 shows the required external wiring and wire si zes. 
If the cubicles are arranged in a different order, the wiring is 
varied accordingly. If the cubicles are separated, provisions for 
inter-cubicle wiring should also be allowed. 

LOW VOLTAGE INTERCUBICLE WIRING 

MODULATOR POWER RADIO FRE4UENCY  

#12 1 1  1 

#12 2 2 2 

#12 - -3 3 3 

(P.22 : 4 4 4 
Par, 13) 

- -5 5 9 

9 5 

6 6 6 

7 7 7 

8 8 8 

#12 Gnd Gnd Gnd 

Lines indicated should be #12 wire, others may be #14, but using 
#12 wire throughout simplifies procurement. Connections between 
terminals #8 required when audio level and/or monitor switching is 
used in power change. 
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Frequency Range: 

Frequency Response: 

Frequency Stability: 

udio Distortion: 

Noise: 

Rated Power Output: 

Capable Power Output: 

Power Reduction: 

R.F. Output Impedance: 

Power Service: 

Power Line Demand: 

Power Factor: 

Carrier Shift: 

Audio Input Impedance: 

Audio Input Level: 

Dimensions of Transmitter: 

Net Weight: 

M-5932, M-5565 BC- 5P TRNSilITTER 

SPECIFIC.,LTIONS  

535-1620 Kc ( as ordered) 

50-10,000 + 2 db at 95% Mod. 

+ 5 cycles 

50-7500 e or less at 95% Mod. 

5 KW output, 60 db or better below 
100% Mod. 

5000 watts 

5600 watts 

Carrier reduction to 1KW provided 

40-270 ohms ( as ordered) 

230 V. 3 phase, 50/60 cycle. 
Other voltages and frequencies 
on special order 

Carrier, 10.2 KW, average program 
11.5 KW 100% Mod. 15.0 KW 

90% 

50-7500 cycles, 3% or less at 100 

600/150 ohms balanced 

100% Mod. -5 dbm + 2 dbm 

73-3/8" lg. x 39-3/16" dp. X 78" high 

2180 pounds 

Mc' 
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w9. - 
Tube Complement: 

Oscillator One 6AG7 
Buffer One 6146 
R. F. Driver One 4-250A 
Power Amplifier One 3X2500F3 
1 st Audio One 6SN7 
2nd Audio One 6SN7 
Audio Driver Four 6550 
Modulator Two 3X2 500F3 
Driver Hold Bias 
P.A. Hold Bias 
Audio Plate 
Modulator Bias 

6/6/58 -2- M-5932 BC, 5P2 
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RF 

PA 
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DESCRIPTION  

POWER SUPPLY  

This cubicle contains the power supply normally required for the 
Gates' BC-5P/2 transmitter M-5932 . 

This transmitter uses silicon type rectifier in all power supplies. 
The silicion units will operate within ambient temperature ranges 
of from -30° to 150° F. and all are hermetically sealed to insure 
trouble free life in any enviornment. 

The low voltage rectifiers are of the plug-in type and are direct-
ly equivalent to type 5R4GY and 6W4 rectifier tubes. It should 
be noted that in an emergency the alternative of tube operation 
is quickly available in the low voltage supplies since filament 
connections have been supplied. 

The power amplifier plate voltage consists of a three-phase full 
wave circuit which employs 90 silicon cells rated at 25 ampers 
and 500 volts peak inverse voltage. The 25 amperes rating is 
necessary to provide sufficient reserve capabilities to actuate 
protective circuits without damage to the silicon junction. 
Inverse voltage division across individual cells in each leg is 
assured through the use of a resistive voltage divider. Transi-
ent peak à are distributed in much the same manner by shunt cap-
acitors . The peak inverse rating is 150% per leg assuring 
adequate safety factor for handling starting transient surges. 

Also located in this cubicle is the central part of the control 
circuit, the transmitter control switches, the main high voltage 
contractor, and the rectifier output voltmeter. 

The power cubicle has at the top a slanting meter panel for easy 
meter reading. The meters consist of a line voltage meter with 
a switch on the panel below it to select the line phase to be 
read, a voltmeter on the primary of the rectifier filaments to 
set the rectifier filament voltage, and a plate voltmeter reading 
the DC output voltage to the power amplifier. The rectifier 
filament rheostat is on the same panel with the line voltmeter 
switch. Below this panel is an access door interlocked with the 
high voltage, and is also provided with a high voltage grounding 
switch. This door, as are all the doors, is secured at the top 
by a pawl which pulls the door shut tight. The bottom of the 
door is pivoted on open slots so the door may be dropped open, 
or removed entirely, enabling the operating personnel to get 
close to the transmitter and reach all front components, 

Below this door is the control panel with the Star-Stop, High 
Voltage On-Off and 5KW-1KW power selector switches, and the 5KW-

1 kW status lights. 

BélOw the control paneris the access door to the power panel. 
This is not interlocked, so inspection of the operátion 'can be 

• made at any time. 

On the power panel at the top left is the overload lockout relay 
with adjusting potentiometer in the center, thermal time delays 
for running the blower two minutes after the filaments have been 
shut down and a 30 second time delay on the main rectifier fila-

ments. 
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On the right side mn the panel is the terminal board for internal 
connections. Below the thermal relays is a fuse block with fuses 
for two circuits. As the transmitter may be operated with various 
cubicle combinations, and consequently, various loads on the 
lines, the fuses provide a readily changeable item to meet the 
individual requirements. 

Across the center of the panel are located the filament, blower 
and high voltage control relays, and the power change control re-
lay whichis a latching type permitting the extension of this - 
switching. Below the relays is the terminal board for external 
connections. At the bottom of the panel, on both sides are two 
holes. The high voltage lines are fed through these holes to ter-
minals on the back of the panel. A cover at the bottom over these 
cables protects the personnel 

In the center of the base at the front, and both side just above 
the base are holes through which the wiring may be routed. If the 
cubicles are joined, the low voltage interwiring is formed to the 
side, down the side so as to be around the end of the shield 
through the matching holes to the adjoining cubicles. If conduit 
ar wire ducts are desired, the wiring may be run through the hole 
in the base. 

Inside the top access door, on the left facing from the front, is 
the high voltage contatetor. This is shock-mounted to minimize the 
jar and vibration of its operation. Above this contactor ,,re the 
two A.C. overload relays. On the right nand side are the voltm.e.ter 
multiplier resistors and dropping resistor for the unit fan, moun-
ted in the top. Below this is the 5KW-1KW P.A. Voltage change 
contactor. 

On a shelf across the unit towards the front and below the height 
of the power panel are on the right the power amplifier filter 
choke and on the left.the R.F. driver filter choke. These chokes 
have more than adequate insulation rating for normal operation, 
but with overloads particularly as might be encountered with a 
gassy tube, and extremely high transient voltage might be develop-
ed so as an added precaution, the chokes are mounted on insulators. 

On the base, on the right side, the P.A. filter condenser sets in 
a tray and behind it the R.F. driver filter condenser is secured - 
to the floor. The power transformer mounts in the remaining space, 
the high voltage connections towards the inside. 

The air filter retainer is at the bottom rear of the cubicle. The 
filter may be removed during operation. A screen inside protects 
the personnel from the high voltage components. This screen' 

nay be•renoved for access to the lipase .etponents. . The rear 
door sets on a supporting channel which is a part of the filter 
retainer, and latches at the top. 

The filter supplied is non-renewable type. Experience has shown 
that the renewable or washable type are extremely difficult to 
properly clean. As the filters are a standard 16" x 20" size, the 
renewable type may be installed, if so desired. 

MODULATOR CUBICLE  
The modulator cubicle has at the top a slanting meter panel with 
individual modulator plate current meters and filament voltmeter. 
The rheostat for the filament voltage is on the panel directly 
below. Below this panel is an access door to the all:1i° driver. As 
there is no voltages appearing in this section, and there is a 
screen in the rear, this door is not interlocked. 
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The audio driver panel in height and styling matches the control 
panel on the power cubicle. The driver panel contains two mod-
ulator bias controls, and driver filament and bias lights. On 
the top front right of the driver chassis is the terminal board 
for the driver operating service. Underneath, at the rear is the 
terminal board for the feeds to the modulator grid. This con-
sists of a four terminal board which allows drive balancing adj-
ustment. On the right underneath side of the aidio chassis is the 
feedback terminal board. The audio driver may be completely re-
moved by removing the style strips from the cubicle, the right 
top door mounting angle. The panel is secured by four bolts, and 
the chassis itself is supported on side rail a¡ By removing the 
panel bolts, the chassis can removed for servicing. The 
weight of this chassis is 70 pounds. 

On the left side of the audio chassis is the -audio driver, at the 
front the input transformer, behind this an amplifier balancing 
control, and to the left of this control, a balancing control for 
the feedback. In line are two 6SN7 voltage amplifiers, then the 
driver consisting of four 6550 tubes in push-pull parallel. Air 
from the modulator plenum chamber directs air against these 
tubes. At the center rear of the audio chassis is the driver 
transformer, and at the right rear the plate transformer. In 
front of the plate transformer are two S-5019 rectifier tubes 
for the audio plate voltage. A single S-5019 provides the mod-
u1ator bias voltage. In front of the rectifier tubes, in the 
front riEht corner is the bias plate transformer. 

Above the audio chassis on the right side panel of the cubicle are 
located the modulator overload relays and the filament interlock 
relay. 

Brlow the audio chassis, is a removable access door. 

Across the cubicle, at the lower part of the door, is the cubicle 
terminal board to which external connections are made. Wiring is 
brought in, either through thebase opening or either side opening, 
up the side around the end of the shelf mounting the terminal boarO 
then terminating nt the terminal board. 

Beneath this, is the high voltage compartment into which the high 
voltage connections are made. Space is allowed here to mount 
a high voltage changeover switch a might be used for a Conelrad 
radio frequency cubicle. 

The modulator tubes are located on a plenum chamber across the 
rear of the cubicle. The tube connections are inside this plenum 
chamber. To facilitate servicing , the rear side of the plenum 
chamber is renovable. On the front center is located the air 

interlock switch. This is a captive plato which under air ure presscloses an interlock switch. Above the modulator tubes is a 

shelf mounting the filament transformer. 

-12-
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Underneath the filament transfemer shelf on each side is a triangu-
lar air box with a rubber teozeue directing air against the filament 
seals of the modulator tubes. These boxes obtain air from the nain 
plenum chamber by ;In enclosure on the outside of the side panels, 
but staying within the corner post dimensions of the cubicle. The 
plenum chamber and audio deck with component mounting angles seal 
off the unit above the tube sockets. The blower mounts on a cross 
shelf under the plenum chamber and draws air from the intake on the 
bottom of the rear door, around the modulation transformer and 
reactor, providing cooling for these components. 

On the right side panel are mounted the feedback resistors. Mount-
ing on the base, at the front right is the modulation condenser 
setting in a retainer, at the front left the modulator filter con-
denser in a retainer, at the rear right the modulation transf rmer 
and at the rear left the modulation reactor. 

This cubicle with the M-5533 frequency control unit, provides a com-
plete radio frequency section. This comprises a M-5422 oscillator 
unit, buffer, driver and power amplifier stages, low voltage supply 
for the oscillator, buffer and driver screen grid, and holding bias 
for the driver and power amplifier. 

The cubicle has at the top a slanting meter panel which mounts the 
plate current meter, filament voltmeter and the multimeter. 

On the panel below this, on the left side, is located the power amp-
lifier loading control. Space behind this control is allowed fur 
permitting the installation of a power control motor when remote 
control operation is used. Llso on this panel in the center is the 
filament rheostat for the cubicle, and the R.F. driver tuning con-
trol is on the right side. Ln access door opens to the R.F. driver. 
This consists of a 4-250A tube, the socket of which is enclosed and 
obtains air from the power amplifier plenum climber for tube cooling. 
The driver tank coil is located on the right side panel and the tun-
ing is by means of a disc which threads into the coil and is direct-
ly connected to the panel dial. 

Below the R.F. Driver is the M-5533 frequency control unit. The 
panel of this matches the control panel of the power cubicle and 
the audio driver panel of the modulator. The controls on this 
panel are the crystal selector switch, and frequency trimmer c n-
denserà behind a door on the panel, the buffer tuning condensers, 
excitation control and the multimeter switch are directly on the 
panel. 

Below the frequency control unit is a panel mounting the power amp-
lifier tank tuning control. This tuning, like the driver tuning, 
c)nsists of a disc which is threaded in and out of the tank coil, . 
and is directly connected to the tuning shaft. Below this and access 
door opens to the unit terminal board located and wired similarly 
as in the modulator unit. 
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On thm left side panel are located the power amplifier and R.F. 
driver overload relays, the filament interlock relay, and the driver 
screen grid relay. On the front of the power amplifier tank enclos-
ure, which forms the rear of this section of the cubicle, is located 
on the left the adjusting resistors for the overload relays, In the 
center of this panel is the air switch, operating as described in 
the modulator description. On the right side panel are the power 

amplifier grid resistors. 

At the bottom front, as in the modulator cubicle, is a high voltage 
compartment to which the high voltage connections are made, and in 
which a high voltage switch may be installed. In this compartment 
is a link in the power amplifier high voltage line so the power ampli-
fier voltage may be removed for tuning and neutralizing. In the rear 
on the floor is located the blower. Also on the floor is the power 
amplifier filament transformer and on the right side panel, the power 
amplifier cathode resistor. The blower is shock mounted and coupled 
to a plenum chamber by means of a canvas boot. This plenum chamber 
is of aluminum, and contains the power amplifier tank components. 
The rear of this chamber is readily re ,_lovable by pawl fasteners. The 
bottom edge of the cover has an off-set flange which engages the low-
er fold of the plenum chamber. In this plenum chamber is the power 
amplifier tank coil, mounted so as to align with the tuning from the 
front panel. On the front right upper corner is a fixed vacuum con-
denser which is a part of the neutralizing circuit. On the right 
side panel are the plate blocking condensers and one plate choke. 

On the base of the plenum chamber at the front is a second plate 
choke and on the right side, by-pass condensers. On the rear left 
side is provisi,ns for vacuum condensers as required for the tank 
capacity. In the upper front left side is the first coupling con-
denser. The blower inlet is covered by an aluminum screen. The 
screen serves not only for shielding, but also prevents accidentally 
dropping materials in the blower. The screen is held in place by a 
frame so it maybe readily be removed for cleaning. 

The power amplifier tube retainer mounts on an insulating plate on 
the top of the tank plenum chamber. In this section are the filament 
bypass condensers, and grid parasitic suppressor, and filament trans-
former. This compartment has a removable aluminum shield. 

Above the power nnplifier tube compartment is the output coupling 
network. This shelf is perforated se as to allow the air to exh-ust. 

On the right side panel is the first section coil with fixed taps. 
Behind this is the coupling c-ndenser. On the left side is the sec-
ond line inductance which is a continuously variable coil, and is 
aligned with the power amplifier loading control on the front panel. 

On the front center of the divider panel is a cutiput behind which a 
line current meter may be mounted. As this line current meter is 
generally not required, it is not supplied as standard. At the rear 
center of the output network shelf in a modulation monitor pickup 
loop, the connecting terminal .block is on the left side panel. 
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The> transmitter output is taken out the top. Connecting across the 
two side panels and across the top is a ground strap to allow the 
greatest possible flexibility to grounding the transmission line. 
This compartment is also closed off with removable aluLainun door. 
It will be seen from the pictures and the description of the power 
amplifier tank and output circuits, the power amplifier tank and 
output networks are physically separated and shiulded to give the 
most advantageous suppression of harmonic frequencies, particularly 
the high order harmonics. If there were inductive or capacitative 
coupling of the power amplifier trar to the transmitter output cir-
cuit, no amount of filtering within the trans titter would give har-
monic suppression. 

INSTLL.TION 

The Gates BC-5P transmitter is desmantled for shipment the extent of 
this will at times be varied dependent upon the manner of shipment. 

In the installation the power unit should be placed in position first 
if the main power supply is to come through a conduit through the 
floor opening in the cubicle, mainly because this location may be 
critical. However, if wire ducts are used so the wire entry is not 
critical, any cubicle might be positioned first. For example; if a 
wall were on the right or left, this could be the first unit installed-

The primary power supply feud three number four or six wires, are 
brought into the power cubicle either through the base opening, or 
fed across from the other units through the side openings. The lines 
are then formed across the bottom of the cubicle up the left side 
to up above the main plate contactor. The leads ara then formed 
back in a loop, 12" - 18", connecting on the power contactor, making 
sure that these are opposite the load connections. Connections al-
ready on the contactor supply the other operations of the transmitter. 
The cable should be secured. ;Is the contactDr is shock mounted, the 
loops are to maintain the flexibility of the shock mounting. 

Removed for shipping are the power transformer, high voltage filter 
condenser, and both filter reactors. The positi.ns of these have 
been given in the mechanical description. Cuntactors, relays, re-
sisters and wiring have been secured for shipment, and all such 
bondings should be removed. 

In the radio frequency cubicle, the blower has been removed. M.1 
tuning capacities are generally removed. The two R.F. plate chokes 
are removed and should be installed with the spaced ends of the wind-
ing connecting towards the tube. The plate blocking end vacuum-neu-
tralizing condensers are also removed. 

The frequency contr,1 unit is also removed for safe shipment. The 
chassis is slid into place on mounting channels, the front panel 
secured te the corner posts. 

ere 
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The radio frequency cubicle should be thoroughly grounded to the 
station ground. This is best done by a four inch copper strap  
brought up either side of the cubicle and bolted to the aluminum 
plenum chamber. On a strap of this size, it is suggested four 
10-32 volts, and that over the copper be placed a stiffening plate 
so that the whole copper surface may contact with the aluminum. The 
aluminum is treated with a special conductive lacquer, the same type 
as is used on the R.F. coils. A strap across the top of the cubicle 
provides grounding facilities for the transmission line. s there 
are many variations as to how this might be done, it is essential 
that this connection be complete and adequate. It may be necessary 
to drill additional connecting holes through the cubicle top, or to 
fold a strap through at the grill. 

In some cases, it might be desired to take the R.F. output through 
the bottom of the transmitter, a line, such as RG17U may be brought 
through the base opening in the front of the transmitter, or a hole 
may be cut through near the front left corner post. The line is then 
brought up in the front left corner post and in the R.F. driver, turn— 

to the rear and pass over the top of the divider panel between the 
driver and output network, terminating as required on line meter or 
monitor loop. The outer shield should be thoroughly grounded so as 
not to introduce any R.F. feedback into the low power stages or fre-
quency unit. 

The frequency monitor line of the small RG/U type is brought in di-
rectly to terminals 517 and 518 on the board underneath rear of the 
frequency control chassis. The modulation monitor line is brought 
in, the radio frequency cubicle carried up the left corner post, 
across the top left crner of the cubicle to the terminal board 
in the output network compartment. 

In the modulator unit, the audio driver chassis is removed, and 
installs in the same manner as the frequency control unit. The 
blower likewise is removed. 

From the base are removed all components, modulation condenser, 
filter choke and filter condenser from the front part of the base 
and consequently the first to be installed. The modulation trans-
former and reactor are nt the rear with the terminals towards th 
conter. 

The audio input line is brought in to the modulator cubicle, up the 
l_ft corner post, to th, terminal board _in the front left top of 
the audio chassis. 

High v ltage connoctions to the other cubicles are brought in either 
through the side openings of base opening, through one of the open-
ings at the bottom of the power panel, to the three high voltage 
terminals on the rear of the power panel at the top right. In the 
power cubicle a cable cover fits in the bottom over these high 
voltage cables. The low voltage interwiring should be brought to 
the left or right, or both, so as to clear the ends of this shield. 
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All wiring should be secured so there is no possibility of being push-
ed into high voltage terminals, high voltage grounling switches, or 
other components. 

Provisions are made so that the cubicles can be bolted together by 
aligning holes in the corner posts. The rear of the radio frequency 
cubicle, because of the shielding, cannot be bolted. However, b,lts 
may be used on the front and bottom rear. The units should be bolted 
together so as to maintain a neat appearance. 

EXTERNI, POWER COMPMNTS  

The Gates BC-5P may be had with oil filled power transformer, a modu-
lation transformer and react.)r. When so ordered, connecting termin-
als are installed as required in the cubicles. See Drawing ES-6134. 

The power transformer primary terminal beard is installed on the lo-
wer left panel of the power cubicle. Terminals for th o secondary 
connections are made on the lower right side. 

The modulation transformer connects to a new set of high voltage 
terminals on the lower right side panel of the modulator. 

The balance of the cpnnections are made t, terminals already provi-
ded. Should additional wire be required more than supplied, automo-
bile ignition cable will be entirely satisfactory. 

Th-n interlock can be provided by removing the jumper between termin-
als 3 and 5 in the modulator cubicle and connecting the door inter-
lock switch in this circuit. 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONC run RmoTz uom:RuIJ 

IN GATES BC-5P TRANSMITTER 

M-5066 LOID CONTROL ASSEMBLY  

The motor assembly is iaounted on the left side of the RF driver com-
partment. The shaft from the front panel cyclometer to the loading 
coil is removed. The motor shelf is then mounted in front of the 
driver filament transformer. Motor mounts on this shelf. The ver-
tical alignment is obtained by slotted holes in the shelf flanges the 
horizontal alignment by slots in the shelf plate. The motor is con-
nected to the coil by means- of a special shaft reduction coupling 
and shaft. A shield plate fits on the shelf lip, and should be in-
stalled to protect the motor from any field from the driver tank coil 

The M-4806 relay assembly mounts behind the cubicle terminal board 
TB301, to the left of the transformer, T301. The relay unit is con-
nected to the motor according to the diagram A-9392, in the instruc-
tion book for the relay assembly. The motor voltage source can be 
taken from the 115 volt secondary of the transformer, T301. In this 
way, the system will be completely de-energized during shutdown per-
iods. The motor to relay connecting cable should be formed down the 
corner post and secured. External connections can be made direct to 
the terminal board on the relay assembly. 

When the motor and relay assembly are interconnected, the motor stops 
should be adjusted. The motor is equipped with cam stops which per-
mit 22 revolutions. This is not the full length of the coil, but 
the tuning should always be such as to include some turns in the coil. 

Also, in operation the loading variations will be accomplichw±tn 
relatively few turns, so it is always possible to obtain sufficient 
variation of the loading. If the operation is so that the slider is 
near the end of the coil, release the shaft and run the motor in Ulat 
direction until the stop operates, rotate the coil manually to about 
two inches from the end of the coil, then fasten the shaft. 

M-4720, PLATE CURRENT EXTENSION UNIT 

The plate current extension unit mounts to the right of TB301 in the 
radio frequency unit, and is secured by screws through cleared holes 
accessible in the high voltage compartment. The power amplifier 
ground return is from the power amplifier plate current meter, M301, 
to ground at the terminal board. Two wires connect to this ground, 
one of them to the meter. This wire is removed, a short length spli-
ced in and connected to the terminal bc.ard of the extension unit. 
The " G" terminal on the extension unit then connects to ground. 
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M4719 PL-TE VOLT,GE EXTENSION UNIT  

The plate voltage extension unit mounts in the power cubicle, on 
the right side panel in fr,nt of the fan resistor, R109. Tapped 
holes are provided for mounting. Screws may be run in from the 
outside if the units are separated at installation. The insula-
tors mounting the extension unit may be loosened and threaded on 
the panel screws. If the installation is complete, studs may be 
cut and the insulators mounted in this manner. 

A high veltage lead is then formed around to connect to the high 
voltage side of the transilitter muter multipliers, R110 and R111. 
The ground is made to the ground bolt adjacent to the unit mount-
ing. Mako sure the ground connection is secure. The meter lead 
may then be formed down the corner post. 

CONTROL CLICUIT CONNECTIONS BC-5P2 REMOTE CONTROL  

Filament holding circuits The jumper between terminals 104 and 
105 on TB101 is removed, opening the holding contacts of the 
start-stop relay, K101. The re.uote "hold" is then connected to 
terminals 105 and 110 in TB101. 

High voltage Control: Terminals 13 and 14 on TB102 provide the 
high vltage on circuit. Removal of the high voltage may be 
accomplished by momentarily opening the "filament hold" circuit. 
The filament time delay is so arranged the plate v,ltage may be 
re-applied immediately if the filaments are re-started before 
the two minute shutdown period elapses. 

If the remote control facilities provide for separate removal of 
the 'high voltage, this may be inserted by removing the External 
connection, to terminal 5 on TB102 and moving this to terminal 9. 
The remote control "High Voltage Off" is than connected between 
terminals 5 and 9 on TB102. 

OPERTION L.ND ,DJUSTMENTS 

CONTROL CLICUITS  

The operation of the control circuit can best be studied by the 
line diagram, D-22253. In this diagram, all relays and switches 
are shown in the de-energized positi,n, that is, as if all power 
were removed. The coils of the relays and contactors ara shown 
in the diagram to best indicate the relative circuit location. 
The contacts are connected to the coil by dotted lines and the 
position of the contacts in the circuit diagram may be consider-
ably removed from. the coil as suits the clarity of the diaipam. 
Normally open contacts are shown with the b,-,r spaced away frQm 
the contacts, and when the relay is energized this circuit 
closes. Normally closed contacts are shown with the bar touch-
ing the contacts, and when the relay is energized, the circuit 
opens. Time delay is indicated with an arrow in the direction 
of the delay. 
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M-4806 RELAY ASSEMBLY 

FOR 

FIVE WIRE TUNING MOTOR 

This unit is supplied as an accessory with Gates' Remote Control 
Systems where it is necessary to control a 5-wire tuning motor thai 
is either a component part of the station transmitter or is fur-
nished as an accessory with the system. One assembly is required 
for each motor involved. 

To understand the principle of operation, refer to drawing A-9392. 
Relay, Ki, is a six volt relay that is energized when the stepper 
switch selects the correct position. When K-1's contact close 1151 
A.C. relays K-2 and K-3 are ready to operate through the remote 
control increase-decrease circuits. 

When increase ( or raise) is operated, relay K-2 energizes, an.. wher 
decrease ( or lower) is operated, relay K-3 energizes. The motor 
voltage source connects to terminals 6 and 7, one side going direc 
into the field coil cf the motor through terminal 12. When either 
K-2 or K-3 energizes, the other side of the voltage source is con-
nected to the motor field coil through the right hanl set of conta( 
of either relay. 

Motor reversing is accomplished by interconnection of the shading 
poles made through the white, red and blue wires. The left-hand 
set of contacts on K-2 connect white and red, )roducing counter-
clockwise rotation. K-3 connects white and blue, reversing the 
direction. 

The color coding shown applies to motors manufactured by the Barbe: 
Coleman C„,mpany, but the method of c,nnection will apply to any ty 
5-wire motor. It is only necessary to connect the field coil to # 
and #12, the common eading coil terminal to #8, and the reversing 
shading coil torminals to #9 and #10. 
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INSTALLATION OF MOTOR CONTROL SWITCH 

Remove the top panel mounting the driver tuning, filament rheostat 
and loading control. Transfer the driver tuning and filament rheo-
stat to the panel provided. The local loading control switch is 
mounted in the loading turn counter position, being secured by the 
switch bearings with cover plate on the front. The terminal board 

r-1 
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All components within the power unit are of a " 100" series: 
in the modulator, "200" series with the mdio driver as a 
series: and in the radio frequency unit all components are of a 
"300," series with the frequency control unit a " 500" series. 
Each cubicle has a terminal board for interconnecting with other 
cubicles, each terminal board being numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. For 
terminal designations for wiring within a cubicle, these terminals 
bear designations 101, 102,201, 202, etc. 4hen power is applied 
to the transmitter, pressing the " Start" switch S101 energizes the 
Start-Stop relay K101, the A-B contacts seal across the switch S101 
The D-C contacts energize the blower contactor K102. The A-B 
contacts of this contactor across the D-C contacts of K101, seal 
in the blower contactor, K102. The C-D and E-F contacts of K102 
energize terminals 1 and 2. The blower in each cubicle are con-
nected in parallel across these terminals. Terminal 3 is supplied 
through the H-G contacts of relay, K101, the filaments of each • 
cubicle are paralleled across terminals 2 and 3. 

When the " stop" switch, S103, is pressed the relay, K101 1 is de-
energized, breaking the seal-in. The normally closed E-F contacts 
then energize -the thermal time delay, K113. After 60 seconds, 
this relay closes, beginning the timing of the second thermal 
relay, K114. At the end of another 60 second interval, the cont-
acts of this relay open, breaking the seal-in of the blower con-
tactor, K102 causing this to drop off, shutting off the blowers. 
It will be seen that the filament circuits supplied through the 
H-G contacts of K101 drop off immediately when S103 is opened, 
the blower continuing to run until K114 opens. After K114 opens 
about 20 seeonds will be required for this relay to 000l and reclose 
Pressing the Start switch 8101 will close K101, the blower con-
tactor will close as soon as K114 recloses, but this results in 
burning the contacts of K114 and this procedure is not remommend-
ed. 

Each cubicle requiring a blower has its individual air pressur 
switch (8201 & S301) protecting the tubes against insufficient 
air flow. These switches control the filament circuit through 
the filament interlock relays K201, K301. The contacts are par-
alleded for higher current rating. 
High voltage may be applied simultaneously with filament voltage 
with out damage to these tubes, so no time delay is required, 
but a slight delay is accomplished through the bias interlock 
circuit. 

In the modulator and radio frequency units, all door interlocks 
except the high voltage compartment in the bottom front of these 
cubicles are connected in the primary supply to the audio driver 
deck or the frequency control deck, so that opening any of these 
doors shuts off the respective deck with the attendant power bias 
supply. A 
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bias interlock in each deck (K402, 1501) prevents the application 
of high voltage before the protective bias has reached a safe value. 
Indicating lights on both of these decks shows the status of filament 
and bias circuits. 

The high voltage auxiliary relay K104 controls the operation of the 
high voltage contactor, K105. The relay is sealed in by one set of 
contacts when the high voltage en switch, S102 1 is pressed, the other 
contact of K104 closes the circuit to the high veltage contactor, 
K105. In series with the high voltage auxiliary relay, K104, are 
the a.c. overloads, the door interlocks in the rectifier cubicle, 
and the interlocks in the high voltage compartments of the modula-
tor and radio frequency cubicles, the bias and filament interlocks 
of theze cubicles. This control line starts with the power cubicle 
on terminal #5 and connects to terminal #9 of one of the other cubi-
cles, teruinal #5 of this then connecting to tenoinal #9 of the 
third, and should this be the last cubicle, terminal #5 is then jum-
pered to terminal #3 of that same cubicle to complete the circuit. 
This jumper is generally installed in the Modulator Cubicle. As it 
might be possible to have additional units, such as a second radio 
frequency cubicle, the series c,nnection would be followed until the 
last cubicle, in which case the circuit is terminated back to ter-
minal #3 of that cubicle. This is the enly series connection re-
ouired'in the trans_oitter installation. 

The two modulator overloal. relays, K202 and 1203, the power amplifier 
overload relay K304 and the R.F. driver overload relay, K303, all 
have normally eoen contacts in parallel. The closing of any one of 
these will energize the overload auxiliary relay, K103, normally 
closed contacts of which are in series with the main high voltage 
contact r, K105, causing the high irltage to drop off. As quick 
as the overload relay opens, the circuit to the main contactor is 
again completed, and high voltage is reapplied. Connected across 
the coil of the overload auxiliary relay, K103, is a small dry 
rectifier, CR101 1 this in series with resisters, R106, R107 and 
R108 1 and the coil of a memory relay, K106. Connected across the 
coil of 1106, R108 and to the arm of R107, is a large capacity con-
denser, C103. With each operation of the overload auxiliary relay, 
K103 1 the condenser, C103 1 receives a charge. If the overloads re-
peat in rapid succession, the charge on the condenser will build 
sufficiently to operate the relay, K106, a normally closed contact 
of which opens and -drops out the high voltage auxiliary relay, K104 1 
then necessitating manual resetting of the high voltage. In case 
the overloads do not build sufficient viotage te operate the relay, 
1106, the charge 1.rains within a second or two, and the recycling 
is renewed for any subsequent overloads series. The number of over-
loads bof re an outage occurs may be set by the adjustable poten-
tiometer, R107 1 which should be then locked to prevent accidental 
misedjustments. 

As already mentioned, the a.c. overloads are in series with the high 
voltage auxiliary relay, K104, so that any a.c. overload takes off 
the high voltage which Liust then be reapplied manually. It is 
considered that an a.c. overload may be serious, and should have the 
operator's attention, while a tube overload is in many cases routine, 
such as a modulation transient. 
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Connections from the load side of the plate contactor, K105, to ter-
minals #6 and #7 provides a source for closing the driver screen 
grid relay, K302 1 when plate voltage is applied. 

Power reduction is accomplished by transferring the power amplifier 
rlate supply to the mid-tap of the power transformer, securing half 
voltage for th u power amplifier. This is done by the power change 
contactor, K108. This is controlled by the latching relay, K107 1 
Lnd the momentary contact high-low power switches, S105 and S106. 
This latching relay cannot be operated unless the high voltage auxi-
liary relay, K104, is open and the back contact is closed. That is, 
before being able to make the power change, the high voltage must be 
dropped off, then the desired power switch pressed, after which the 
power may be reapplied. The latching relay holds the required power 
until intentionally changed, there can be no change in power by re-
lays dropping out due to power failure. 

Across the two change solenoids of the power change relay, K108, are 
two indicating lights to show the position of the power change relay. 
These lights are supplied on one side from the junction of the time 
delay contacts of K109 and the high voltage auxiliary relay, K104, 
Until this time delay closes, there is a circuit complete through 
both lights so that both lights are on. When the time delay closes, 
only one light remains on, that one indicating the power position. 
This gives the indication that the filament time delay, K109 1 has 
closed. 

,701:1 the low power side of the power change relay, K108, a line is 
brought to terminal #8 which may be carried across to the modulator 
unit to operate an input level relay, and across to the radio fre-
quency unit to operlte a monitor change relay. 

Many stations have special control circuit problems. The most com-
mon is the use of directional antenna systems. Commonly used is 
-,rmally closed contacts of the "DAY-NIGHT" switches to break the 

.sh voltage while switching. This may be most conveniently in-
3erted in the high voltage auxiliary control line. Terminals #13 

#14 provided for an extension of high voltage on facilities. 
Power change may be accomplished by paralleling the power switches, 
17_05 and S106, with terminal #114 common, connecting to #113 and 
114 respectively. A spare contact arm on the latching relay, K107, 

nay be used to interlock the power with the directional pattern. 

Operating facilities may be extended to a control deck similarly as 
well as filament on by paralleling S101 from terminals #105 and #110 1 
and for filament off by removing the jumper between terminals #104 
and elo5 and replacing with a normally closud switch. 

The transmitter control circuits have been designed for operation with 
remote control systems with the consideration that many stations will 
be so operated. The Gates Radio Company provides units for remote 
control, and such units ara being modified and improved as experience 1 
shows new desirable features. It is suggested that if remote control 
is contemplated, the Gates Radio Company be contacted for recommenda-
tions as to the latest developments and improvements. 
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HOLDING RELAY BC-5P  

Some stations experience difficulty from momentary power failures 
dropping off the transmitter. This is generally due to the voltage 
dropping low enough that the holding contacts of the “ ST_RT" relay, 
K101, opens. If this is unnoticed for a minute or so, as could 
haopen with a remote controlled transmitter, the time delay start-
ing cycle would be required. 

By installing a time delay rélay which has the time delay on deen-
ergizing, shutdowns from power slumps may be minimized. The avail-
able relays are limited, and relatively more expensive than the 
more common time delay types. 

On shutting down the transmitter, the OFF button will have to be 
held until the time delay operates. Generally, a delay of one or 
two seconds will be sufficient. 

Some remote controlled transmitters cut the high voltage by open-
ing the start circuit momentarily. With a delayed opening, the 
"OFF" woüld have to be held until the time delay opened. 

POWER CUBICLE  

The power transformer, T102 has 5% voltage taps. The Primary ter-
minals 7, 8 and 9 are for 5000 volt output with 230 volts on the 
primary. Taps 4, 5 and 6 will increase the output voltage; 1, 2 
and 3 will lower the voltage. The best transmitter operation will 
be with 5000 to 5200 volts on the plate of the power amplifier 
tube. Voltages below 5000 generally result in lower efficiency 
and higher drive requirements. Voltages above 5200 may result in 
excessive peak voltages generated in the power amplifier. 

The incoming line voltage is metered by the top left voltmeter, 
and is switched between phases by the switch, S110. 

The cubicle is cooled by a fan in the top, which runs while the 
rectifier filaments are on. It is considered that in the great4-
est majority of installations that the units will not cool during 
the shut-down period so that the cooling air will cause rectifier 
arc-backs during the early starting time. Should such a condition 
exist, such as in an unheated building common with remote control 
operation, it is suggested that a furnace thermostat be mounted in 
the cubicle and set to turn the fan on when the temperature re-
aches 80 to 90 degrees F. 
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The a.c. overload relays are of the instantaneous type. The 
tripping value is set by rotating the armature on the threaded 
shaft; a tab aligns with markers on the armature to indicate the 
tripping current. The armature is locked in position by a locknut. 
This should be tight so that the relay holds calibration. 

The normal current for 100X, modulation at 1000 cycles is approxim-
ately 30 amperes per phase, and slightly higher at the high fre-
quency end of the range. 

On the low frequency end of the audio range, the relatively 
long duration of the load cycle may cause the overloads to open. 
The proper tripping current is just high enough the relays do 
not trip with modulation. This will be approximately 60-80 
amperes. 

The voltage change relay, K108, is designed that when the solen-
oids are fully closed, the am n does not rest against the spacer 
plates of the switch jaws, but make the electrical contact 
through the side pressure of the switch jaws. Should the contact-
or be noisy in either position, uxamine the closure in this pos-
ition that the arm is not holding the armature slightly open by 
pressing against the spacer plate. 

Another cuase for noisy operation is that the solenoid is slight-
ly out of alignment, pulling the armature to the side when the 
solenoid is energized. A light application of grease on the 
armature will facilitate the movement of the armature, dry metal 
surfaces at times bind and causes the solenoids to be noisy. 

M-5533 FREOJENCY CONTROL UNIT 

The M-5533 Frequency Control Unit consists of the M-5422 oscillat-
or unit incorporated in a chassis containing an intermediate 
power amplifier with plate supply, bias supplies for the power 
amplifier and driver tubes, and the necessary interlocks. 
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The M-5533 oscillator unit is located on the front right side of 
the chassis. Connections are made by a plug cable in the rear of 
the unit. The unit is renovable by removing the cable, and from 
underneath loosening the four screws on the flange mounting. The 
crystal change switch and crystal trimmers are behind a hinged door 
on the front panel so that crystals may be switched or adjusted 
without shutting down the transmitter. 

The oscillator uses a 12BY7A tube in an electron coupled circuit, 
Due to the low operating voltages and the extremely low crystal 
current the unit has exceptional frequency stability. A second 
12BY7A also operating under conservative conditons acts as an 
isolation stage between the crystal oscillator and the 1st IPA. 
The crystals are a low temperature coefficient type which do not 
need a heated oven to maintain frequency well within FCC limits. 
Elimination of the oven requirement is desirable for increased 
reliability as oven thermostats, when they stick or fail to close, 
can not be repaired by station maintenance personnel. Frequency 
trimmers Cl and C2 provide a small degree of frequency adjustment 
which will be required after the crystals have been shipped and 
during the first several weeks of operation due to ageing. Coil 
L3 and variable capacitor 09 both in the second 12BY7A plate cir-
cuit are adjustable to the stations frequency. The oscillator 
unit has been thoroughly adjusted and tested on frequency before 
shipment and only a slight trimming up of capacitor C9 and the 
frequency adjustment trimmer capacitors, Cl and C2 will be re-
quired on installations. 

The crystals supplied with the oscillator unit have been nade and 
adjusted in a duplicate oscillator by the manufacturer so as to be 
within frequency tolerances. The use of any other crystals, or 
adopting other crystals, may not be satisfactory. 

Should a field change of frequency be required, the output coil L3 
is at maximum inductance ( slug fully in coil) for a range from 540 
Kcs to approximately 900 Kcs. With the slug out of the coil for 
minimum inductance, the range if from approximately 800 Kcs to 
slightly above 1600 Kcs. With frequencies between 540 and 800 Kcs 
it would be possible to double in the second stage. If such occurs, 
it would be apparent by the position of L3, and also in the tuning 
of the following stage. 

Terminals 519 and 520 are in the 6146 cathode, and are provided for 
carrier suppression and arc-quenching circuits. If such are not 
used, these terminals should be jumpered together. 

Besides the standard rectifier circuit to provide plate power for 
the oscillator, buffer and R.F. driver screen grid, each side of 
the power transformer feed to a rectifier tube (6W4) which has 
half wave rectifiers provide holding bias for the r.f. driver and 
power amplifier. s soon as these tubes have normal grid drive, this 
bias voltage is cancelled, and these two helding bias tubes draw no 
current from the plate transformer. In the holding bias supply for 
the power amplifier is a bias interlock relay to hold off the high 
voltage until adequate holding bias is obtained. The front panel 
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has an indicating light for the filaments, and a second light 
which is on the bias relay closes. 

The power amplifier bias, which may reach considerable voltage, is 
terminated on a separate terminal to the left of the terminal board 
under the chassis. As these holding bias supplies work against 
ground, before excitation is applied, the holding bias current flows 
through the power amplifier plate meter celusin;s this meter to read 
reversed, and also through the grid current meter to read up on this 
meter. These readings serve to indicate the operation of the holding 
bias before high voltage is applied. These bias currents do not 
effect the accuracy of the meters during operation. The holding 
bias on the power amplifier is adjusted so that approximately .2 
amperes current flows. This is far within the dissipation rating 
of the tube, and helps hold the plate voltage from becoming ex-
cessive where the tube biased to cutoff. 

The 6146 output tank consists of the coil L506 which has a tap for 
shorting a portion of the end for the high frequency end of the band. 
The tank will tune 1600 Kc without this short, but by shorting this 
portion, higher capacity in the tank will be maintained and less crit-
ical tuning. This will tune to 1050 Kcs. With the short removed, the 
tank will tune to 850 Kcs. Connecting the left padder condenser C512 
by means of a jumper on the terminal board on the chassis gives tun-
ing to 850 Kcs. The right side condenser of 500 mmfds C511 starts 
the high frequency end of the range at 850 Kcs, this can be raised 
by shorting th, end portions of the coil providing plenty of over-
lape 

The lowest frequency with the 500 mmfd padler is 540 Kc. For 
this low end, both padder condensers may be connected. 

On the right side of the panel is a multimeter switch by which cur-
rents of the oscillator cathoie, buffer grid and cathode, R.F. driver 
grid and cathode, and power amplifier grid may be measured. The 
meter is located on the cubicle meter panel on the right. 

With the filaments on, the plate supply for the oscillatJ,r is on. 
With the proper buffer tank capacity for the frequency, and with 
the excitation control at uid-range, switch the multimeter switch 
to " Driver Grid", and tune for maximum grid current. The amount 
cf pickup will be largely determined by the "Excitation" control 
which is determined in the final adjustments of the transmitter. 
The final setting of the "Excitation" control is just past the 
point at which the power amplifier grid current no longer in-
creases as the excitation is increased. 

When .the buffer, is tuned, grid current should be obtained on the 
"Driver Grid" position of the multimeter. This will be from 20 to 
j.Q Milliamperes with full excitation. 
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R.F. DRIVER 

The R.F. Driver utilising a 4-250A tube, is mounted on a chassis on 
a shelf above the frequency control unit. This chassis with the 
socket, bypass condensers, grid parasitic and cheke, is coupled to 
the main plenum chamber, thus providing the cooling air as required 
for the tube. The filament transformer is mounted on the shelf on 
the left side. The tube is shunt fed, the plate choke on the rear 
panel on the left, the b,locking condenser right of center. The tank 
coil L303 is mounted on the right side panel, the tuning is by a vane 
within the coil, and this is directly coupled to a turn counter tun-

ing control on the front panel. 

The tank condensers are of the fixed type, mounted on the shelf be-
low the tank coil. The coil is floating, and fed through R.F. choke 
and a bypass condenser. The power amplifier grid tap is taken from 
the 4-250A plate end of the coil, the neutralizing tap from the op-
posite end, the end mounting the tuning vane. 

Whenever possible, the radio frequency cubicle has been tuned to 
the specified frequency. This means that the coil taps are close-
ly to the correct positions, and little if any, coil adjustments 
will be required. 

The stage is tuned by ( 1) installing the tank cendeusers 0304A & B, 
setting the coil tap on L303 according to frequency, setting the 
center-tap L302 to the mid-point of the number of turns of the coil 
that are used, setting the power amplifier grid and neutralizing 
taps at 1/2 the turns between the center-tap and the connections of 
C304A & B, ( 2) open the power amplifier disconnect switch S307 1 ( 3) 
Turn the "Excitation" contr.)» to mid-position, ( 4) set the multi-
meter switch to the "Power Amplifier Grid". 

Watching the multimeter on the power amplifier gxiJ current positions-
apply plate voltage. If no current is inliczted, cut the plate volt 
age grid tune over a range before re-applying voltage. If an indica-
tion of grid current is obtained, it can be quickly determined- the 
direction of -Luling, and if the inductance should be changed. The 
vane moving into the coil decreases inductance, mevin  out, increases-
Tridatance. -WHUn the final tuning adjustments have been made, the 
vane should, if possible, be about opposite the first turn of the 
coil. In this position, it has no noticeable effect on the neutrali 
ing. It is best to start with the tuning at one end of the range, 
and in case of excessive tube heating, after cutting the plate V it-
age, run the tuning to about mid-range anl reapply the high voltage, 
and again to the other end of the range if necessary. The equiva-
lent tuning range is one to two turns vadation on the coil, depend-
ing on frequency and tank capacity. The L-C ratio of the tank is 
not critical, except that for high capacity with low inductance, it 
is difficult to match th_ tube to the power amplifier grid, and the 
4-250A tube will run considerably marmer than if lower capacity and 
more coil were used. A low capacity in this tank might indicate a 
source of R.F. harmonic generation, but tests show that this has very 
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little effect. Also the low rapacity might indicate the loss of the 
"flywheel" effect, the carry-over of power during the positive drive 
cycle. Measureme,nts show the lower capacity tank will actually give 
better performande due to better matching of the load. However, 
caution should be observed that the current rating of the tank con-

densers are not exceeded. 

The excitation control should be brought up, the 4-250A grid current 
will read approximately 20 to .?..2 milliam-oeres on the multimeter. 

The most desirable setting is found then the transmitter is fully 
tuned, and is the point just after the power amplifier grid current 
does not increase with an increase of the " excitation control". 
Power amplifier grid saturation is obtained for bast efficiency and 
also the noise generated in the radio frequency circuits will be 
greatly reduced. 

The power amplifier grid tap should be adjusted to give a power am-
plifier grid current reading of approximately 180-220 milliampere.. 
Increasin the nUmber of turns to the grid tap will eventually reach 
the point where the grid current will not rise, but the heating of 
the 4-250A will increase considerably. The tap should be moved back 
to the maximum most eificient operating point. The 4-250A tube plate 
will show color. It is normal for these to show a bright cherry red 
and in many applications are so operated. For the operation in the 
Gates BC-5P transmitter, the color generally is only a dull red. 
The plate current as given on the multimeter is between g5.2-122 milli-
amperes. If the loadinïrf; is kept high on the stage, the tube shows 
slightly more color, but the tank currents are lower because of the 
lower "Q" and heating of these components will be reduced, 

In some instances, increased output from the driver stage may be 
required. The cathode resistor R308 may be shorted, and/or one or 
both the plate dropping resistors R115 and R116 may be shorted. Such 
operation is penaissible unless the tube runs more than a dull red, 
or unless the tank condenser current exceeds the rating. With such 
operation, the grid and cathode currents may read slightly off-scale. 

The driver stage is more easily tuned by reference to the power 
amplifier grid current rather than the driver cahtode current. 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

The power amplifier consists of a 3X2500F3 tube. This tube is com-
pletely enclosed in a compartment to the rear of the driver stage. 
The socket assembly mounts on top of a plenum chamber. Inside the 
plenum chamber is the power amplifier tank. The underneath of the 
tube socket connects to the plate blocking condensers, 0318 and 0320. 
The stage is shunt fed through two radio frequency chokes, L306 and 
L307 1 with a bypass condenser at the junction of the two chokes to 
ground. This effectively keeps radio frequency voltages from feeding 
back into the modulation components. The tank coil, L308, is tuned 
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by a ma'çrable vane within the coil, and is mounted so that this tun-
ing is in line with a turn counter on the front panel. The tank 
capacity is from one to four fixed vacuum condensers as required by 
frequency. These should be installed with outside plates to ground. 
The neutralizing condenser, 0313, is mounted in the front top right 
hand corner of the chamber. The first coupling condenser 0314 mounts 
in the upper front left corner, a lead from this going up through the 
tube compartment to the output network in the top compartment. 

On the center of the front panel of the chamber is the air switch, 
the operation of which is described in the "Modulator" section of 
this instruction book. The plenum chamber must be dosed to get this 
switch to operate. The air intake is at the bottom of the chamber, 
and is covered by an aluminum screen. This is readily removable, and 
should be periodically cleaned. 

The output line from toe power aplifier tank enters the output net-
work compartment in the front left corner, then passed across to con-
nect to the first line coil, L309 1 than to the variable output coil, 
L310. A coupling condenser, 0316, connects between the two coils to 
ground. This coupling arrangement is for line impedances up to 100 
ohms. When the line impedance is higher, such as 250 ohms, the vari-
able output coil, L310, used as a loading adjustment, will have very 
little effect on the loading. If the transmitter is to be operated 
into a high impedance load, a condenser across the load side of the 
line coil, L310, will allow the loading to be effectively controlled 
by L310. As an emerency matching, the line from the tank can be 
moved to L310 with L309 as the output coil. This arrangement re-
sults in considerable interaction between the loading and tank 
tuning. The operation and adjustment will be more critical than the 
standard low ohmage output circuit. 

Whenever possible, the radio frequency section is tuned for the speci• 
fled frequency and loading. In which case, only lainor readjustments 
may be required. 

After the driver stage has been tuned, install the tank and loading 
condensers, C311,0315 an2, 0316 accvrding to the frequency and load, 
close the link S307 and put the power switch in the 1 KW position. 
Apply plate voltage, watching the plate current meter. If this is 
over 1.2 amperes, cut the plate anitage and tune, turning on the 
plate voltage momentarily to see if the current is changing, look-
ing for a reduction of plate current. By starting with the tuning 
vane at one extreme of its travel, the tuning is equivalent to one 
or two turn changes of the tank coil, depending on frequency and 
tank capacity. With grid and neutralizin taps set as instructed, 
there is no tendency for oscillatiJns in the power amplifier. When 
the power amplifier is tuned and load adjusted, then the final neut-. 
ralizing adj,stments may be made. 

In case the trans titter is beinj; tuned to a new frequency, capaci-
ties and coil turns will be approximately as sh wn in the chart. 
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When the resonance point has been achieved as indicated by minimum 
plate current, the loading can then be adjusted. This may be ac-
complished only by the variable coil, L310, or readjustments of L309 
may be required. When the final tuning is obtained, the tuning vane 
in L308 should be about even with the first turn of the coil. The 
first line coil, L309, will have considerable effect on harmonic 
radiation, and should have the most number of turns possible, and 
still be able to cJntrpl the loading within limits by the coil L310, 
lis L309 is increased, there generally will be reached a point at 
which the loading goes up rapidly and L310 will be near maximum. 
Neutralizing may be dona "dynamically" by going back and forth 
through the power amplifier tuning, at the same time watching the 
power amplifier grid current. When the power amplifier is neutra-
lized, the grid current will drop on both sides of plate resonance. 
In some instances, the current may not drop Lamediately, but require 
a little 2etuning. Should the grid current increase on either 
side of resonance, cut the power and move the neutralizing tap on 
L303 a turn, continuing until the desired effect is achieved. This 
is usually a turn or two less than the grid tap. 

Other means of neutralizing indication may be used. The front bot-
tom of the plenum chamber has several ventilating holes, leads may 
be brought out through one of these to an oscilloscope from a pick-
up loop near the tank. In such cases, the power amplifier disconnect 
link, S307 should be opened. 

The final tunin7 of  the power amplifier shoulà be that the loading  
approximately 100 milliamperes below the desired loading, gild the tan 
tuning turned counterclockwise ( lower inductance) from resonance unti 
the correct current is obtained. The effect of tuning to both sides 
of resonance will be quickly noticed on a line current meter, common 
point meter, or other output indicating device. The explanation is 
that maximum impedance, as indicated by minimum plate current, is not 
exactly the same as unity power factor as indicated by increased out-
put current. 

The efficiency of the power amplifier stage should be very close to 
80%. The unit is factory tested, and the first test is to achieve 
this efficiency, using a water coA_ed antenna. By measuring the 
water flow and the temperature rise of the water, the actual power 
dissipated in the dummy antenna can be accurately measured. Effi-
ciencies above 85% should be regarded with suspicion, and may be due 
to defective input current and/or voltage meters, line current meter, 
or to an error in measuring the radio frequency bal at the measuring 
point. With the transmitter in tune, and reasonable matched to the 
load, the poorest efficiency is seldom less than 75%. In the case of 
low efficiency, all power that is not going into the radio frequency 
load will be dissipated in the tube, tank and coupling components. 
Thus, Jne indication of low efficiency is that the tubes and some-
times tank components will show considerable heating. The effect 
will be most prominent in the heating of the tubes. One check is to 
set the modulator static current at 250 milliamperes per tube, re-
presenting a dissipatien of 1250 watts. ;ifter running for ten or 
fifteen minutes with no signal, cut the power, feel -bhp heating on 
the plates of the modulator tubes ,,,nd quickly compare with the heat-
ing of the power amplifier tube. 
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In measuring true efficiency, the plate voltage reading should have 
subtracted frool it the voltage drop in the cathode resistor and mod-
ulation reactor. These are each 50 ohms, the total is 100 ohms, and 
if the plate current is 1.25 amperes the voltage drop is 125 volts, 
which should be subtracted from the meter reading. Thus, if the 
meter reading is 5125 volts at 1.25 amperes, the actual voltage 
would be 5125 minus 125, or 5,000 volts. 

The meter is connected across the supply so that multiple unit oper-
ation may be had without additional meters. If single unit operation 
is to be used, the voltmeter could be connected directly across the 
power amplifier by transferring the high voltage lead to the "RF" 
side of the modulation reactor (using high vltage scale) and the 
ground side to the center-tap of the P.A. filament transformer, 
using 600 volt wire. 

TUNING CH_RTS 

The tuning charts for 
to serve as a guide f. 
strued as unalterable 
to have 20 turns, but 

the R.F. 
or tuning 
values. 
at final 

driver and power rinplifier are given 
the transmitter and are not to be con-
For example, L308 might be indicated 
tuning might have 18 or 22 turns. 

• 

The output circuit offers considerable flexibility to values of cool-
ponents, and at times values of capacities might be used other than 
given in the charts, this being done perhaps as a result of procure-
ment or as the result of additional operational information. Lower 
capacities will result in a corresponding increase in inductance 
values to compensate for the changes. 

HARMONIC REDUCTION 

The Gates BC-5P transmitter has been Lesigned to reduce harmonic 
radiation as much as possible. High order harmonics may be strongly 
radiated if there is coupling between the power amplifier tank and 
the output. The physical arrangement of the BC-5P transmitter eli-
minates this stray coupling, and actual measurements on several 
frequencies and operating conditions show that harmonics of the 
order of the fourth and higher are cf very low strength. 

The second and third harmonics are the only harmonics which show 
signs of reaching objectionable intensity. The strength of these 
are greatly affected by the tuning. The opinion that increasing 
all capacity values throughout the power amplifier tank and cou¡)ling 
network to reduce harmonics is fallacious, the best harmonic reduc 
tien is obtained by the proper relationship of the various inductive 
and capacity values. As a general rule, the greater the inductance 
used in the first coupling coil, L309, the greater the harmonic 

reduction. 
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In the case of harmonic trouble, the first step should be to deter-
mine whether the harmonic radiation originates in the transmitter or 
externally such as in the antenna system. Tower guy lines might re-
sonate at some harminic frequency and be shock excited to radiate an 
objectionable signal. 

Should the harmonic orisinate in the transmitter, and nt adequately 
respond to normal tuning procedures, circuit revisions may be made. 
In some instances, a har:lonic might be directly on some frequency, 
such as airways or police, where a very small signal will interfere, 
and require far 113re than normal suppression. 
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Series tuned to 
unwanted frequency 

The condenser C can be the same type and capacity as at C316/C317. 
The circuit is tuned to normal loading on the fundamental without L. 
The coil L is tuned to the unwanted frequency when connected in 
parallel to C, using a grid dip meter. The coil L should be of 1/4" 
or 5/16" copper tubing. The mounting should be for minimum coupling 
to other circuit elements. With careful adjustment 20 to 30 DB 
attenuation may be obtained. 
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Tap 1 Tap 2 

- 

Tap 2 is adjusted so that the inductance between this tap and the 
end of the coil connecting to the coupling condensers, with the 
coupling condensers C316/317 form a series resonance circuit at 
the unwanted frequency. The position of tap 2 may be critical to 
1/4". The normal loading is then adjusted by the position of tap 
1. This circuit shows 10 to 20 DB attenuation to the undesired 
signal. 

Should attenuation be required on two frequencies, these two 
circuits can be both used. 
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POWER REDUCTION TO 1000 WTTS 

Reducing the power amplifier plate voltage to half value also the reduceplate current to half value, giving a power reduction to 1/4 powc. 

or 1250 watts. In most cases, a slight adjustment of loading is sat-
isfactJry. Many installations operate full tine on 5 kilowatts, the 
power reduction serves as a tuning convenience. Should an exact pow-
er change from the full power value, generally over 5 kilowatts, to 
allow for antenna losses, to the low power value, installation of 
three dropping resistors R117, R118 and R119 in the low voltage lead 
to the voltage changer K108 will drop the plate voltage and, conse-
quently, the current, to a little below the 1 kilowatt value. By 
using adjustable resistors, the low power level may be set within 
operating limits without varying the loading. 

The three resistors mount below the P.A. voltage changer K108, on 
insulators. Tapped h les are provided. The resistors are connected 
in series the "2500 Volt" lead is removed from K108 " B" and connected 
to one end of the three dropping resistors. The other end connects 
to the " B" terminal of K108. 

POWER REDUCTION TO 500 WATTS 

The method is similar to the exact reduction to 1000 watts, except 
that a higher dropping resistance is used. As considerable heat is 
developed, these resistors are mounted at the top of the cubicle. 
To give an adequate wattage, four resistors are used. 

L.RC QUENCH CIRCUITS  

Arc quench circuits operate generally on the principle of a low 
current supply of 200-300 volts being connected through a suitable 
radio frequency choke relay to the transmission lines. When an aro. 
occurs, the direct current path is completed, the relay energizes 
and normally closed contacts open, dropping excitation until the , 
arc is quenched. 

It is apparent this system cannot be applied when there is a condue-d 
tive ground on the transmission line such as might be obtained with 
grounded phasor tank, or static drain resistors or chokes. Also, 
in many directional antenna system, lines or towers may be blocked 
to direct current by series capacitors. To obtain complete and ade-
quate arc protection will in most cases require a study of the parti 
ular antenna system being used. 

FREQUENCY MONITOR 

Many stations installing the Gates BC-5P transmitter are replacing - 
old transmitters or increasing power of an existing station. Gener-. 
ally, these have a frequency monitor which is to be used with the 
BC-5P transmitter. Different makes and models have different re-
quirements for operating power and input impedance. A source for 
the frequency monitor is provided from terminal 517 which is con-
nected to the tank circuit of the output tube of the oscillator unit 
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This source is adequate for the Gates M4990 Frequency Monitore 
There may be some instances, depending on frequency and transmission 
line length, that the Gates M2890 Frequency Monitor will not work 
satisfactorily. 

The tap on the IPA tank coil L506 may be utili zed for a source for 
the frequency monitor if this is not shorted out. An excellent and 
flexible source of power for the frequency monitor is to remove the 
ground connection from L506, inserting a c.„Jadenser from . 01 to . 1 
mfd. capacity, preferably equivalent Sangamo type A or H, 600 work-
ing volts. The capacity would be a matter of experiment, depending 
on frequency, transuissi,n line and monitor requirements. 

The Gates M4990 may be operated from a modulated radio frequency 
source. With a suitable power dropping device, this could be paral-
leled across the modulation monitor input. It will be found prefer-
able to have the monitor pickup fr,m the low power stages as then 
the frequency can be checked without high voltage. Also, the cali-
brate adjustment may be maintained more uniformly. 

MODULATION MONITU PICKUP 

The modulation monitor pickup, L313, is best adjusted after the in-
stallation is complete and the transmitter is tuned. As many vari-
ables enter into the adjustment, no effort is made at the factory to 
set the coil. The line to the modulation monitor should preferably 
be small size concentric like RG-U. Shielded audio wire introduces 
severe losses and difficulty will be had getting sufficient pickup 
to operate the monitor. The amount of pickup can be adjusted by 
swinging the coil. This should be set for low power. The pickup 
for full power is then set by the slider on the resistor, R310. 

Should the pickup be insufficient, a new coil can be tried. It is 
suggested that temporary coils be first used, as additional turns 
on the coil does not always mean more pickup. In soue instances, it 
nay be necessary to replace the single turn line coil by a two turn 
coil. This could be made from #12 bus wire fJr a trial. Copper tub-
ing, from 3/16" to 5/16" may generally be obtained from auto supply 
or refrigeration service stores. Of primary importance is that ri-
gidity be obtained. 

AUDIO DRIVER 

The audio driver consists of two 6SN7 voltage amplifiers and four . 
6550 tubes in push-pull parallel. The audio input is direct to thé 
input transformer, with provisions that a level change relay pad 
may be installed when it is desired to have automatic level change 
for 1 KW operation. The cathodes of the first audio stage has a 
balancing control, R413 1 in the cathodes. The main feedback is re-
turned to the first stage, and a balancing control, R409 1 is provi-
ded for this. Before starting measure_.lents, both controls should 
be centered. From the plates of the 6550 driver stage to the cath-
odes of the second audio stage, is another feedback loop. The 
driver transfor-ler has 40% voltage taps to which the screens of 
the tubes are connected. Grids, plates and screens all have parasi-
tic suppressins' resistors. The driver stage is cathode biased by the 
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resistor, R434. On a board on the side of the chassis by the tube 
sockets is a sot uf four individual 10 ohm resistors, a voltmeter 
reading across those will give the individual tube currents. This 
voltage is normally . 65 volts. 

The driver transformer secondary has drive balancing taps, on one 
side plus 5% and on the other minus 5%, enabling the drive to be 
balanced te 10%. In some cases it may be desirable to reverse 
these, in which case the main feedback should also be reversed. 
Normally, the testing can be started with both sides on equivalent 
voltages, changing the balance if indicated. 

The plate supply is self-contained. The rectifiers are two 5R4GY 
tubes with paralleled plates as a full wave rectifier. The normal 
voltage is 450 volts, the normal current to the four 6550 tubes is 
300 to 325 milliamperes. The supply for the first two audio stages 
is obtained through a divider and separate filter system eliminating 
any tendency to motorboat. 

ÀL separate rectifier supplies the bias f,r the modulator tubes. This 
is well filtered, and the bias contr„ls on the- front panel give ado-
mate control of modulator bias. Provided in the bias circuit is the 
bias interlock relay, K402, which closes the hila voltage control 
circuit when the bias voltage has built to the proper value. A sec-
ond contact of this relay closes the circuit to the pilot light in-
dicating the bias is applied. pilot light across a filament cir-
cuit indicates the filaments are on. 

The power required for the audio chassis is 115 volts, obtained in 
the transmitter by a stsp-down transformer, T203. The primary of 
this transformer is controlled by the door interlock switches, so 
that opening the doors re_aovel bias vultages. Should it be desired 
to check the audio deck by itself, the deck can be rem_ved, 115 volts 
connected to the input supply. The driver transformer secondary 
should be loaded with 10,000 ohms grid to grid, 50 watt resistor 
rating should be used. The bias voltage may be blocked off by a 
1.0 mfd. 400-600 volt condenser. A vacuum tube voltmeter should 
be connected from this to ground and a reference level of 150 volts 
which is the nominal value to obtain 95% modulation with this test, 
(RES) should be used for reference. 

The overall feedback is removed, and consequently, improvements due 
to feedback are not obtained. This is particularly noticeable on 
the low frequency. Some loss of response on low frequency is due to 
the 1 mfd, blocking condenser used. With these factors in mind, 
the general performance of the audio driver may be checked external 
from the transmitter. The signal may require a divider to reduce 
the level for the distortion meter, for example, 100,000 ohms, 1 
watt to the blocking condenser, 25,000 ohms, 1 watt on the ground 
side, the distortion meter being taken across this. 
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Typical audio response and distortion of audio driver removed from 
transmitter with 10,000 ohm "grid to grid load", reference 150 voltf 
RMS, the approximate value required for 95% modulation. 

DIST. RESPONSE 

30 
50 
100 
400 
1000 
2500 
5000 
7500 
10000 
12000 
15000 

10% 
3.5 
2.7 
2.25 
2.25 
2.25 
2.1 
2.0 
2.4 
1.7 

-.8 
-1.2 
-1.7 
-2.4 

MODUIL:JORS 

The modulators are operated on both 5 Kw and 1 Kw at full rectifier 
output vpltage of approximately 5000-5200 volts. For 5 kw operation 
the modulator grid current excursion is very low, permitting the use 
of a low power driver stage. 

During initial test procedures, disconnect the 
remving the connections at the terminal board 
resister on each side of the feedback divider. 
moved would be one of the 100,000 ohms on each 
HIGH VOLn.GE WITH THE 5000 OHM RESISTORS ON TIT 
DIVIDER REMOVED. 

feedback, either by 
, or by removing one 
The resistors re-
side. NEVER PPLY 
GROUND ITID OF THE 

The feedback is supplied by a straight resistor divider network. 
1111e feedback signal is reduced to a usable value in the audio deck. 
The feedback is taken to a terminal board on the right side of the 
cubicle, directly below the feedback terminals on the audio chassis. 

When the audio tone is applied, the input signal level will be about 
-10 DB. When the operation has been checked, the feedback can be 
connected, and the input. level should be approximaUUT7-q-15B for 100% 
modulation. If the feedback is reversed, the modulator may oscil-
late. =it does not go into oscillation, the level for modulation 
will be very low, -20 DB. 

The static current on the modulators normally should be .52 milliamp-
eres par tube. However, they can be operated up to 300 milliamperes 
per tube without damage, but this means that considerable heat will 
be generated in the modulator unit. Operate the modulators at the 
lowest static current as is compatible with performance, generally 
50 milliamperes. 
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The driver transfvrmer has balancing taps, one side giving a +2e 
boost to one modulator. The other side gives a -21e drop, so the 
total correction is 5%. The two center terminals of the output 
terminal board are marked "200" indicating a normal 200 volt sig-
nal. One outside terminal is marked " 195" and the other "210" in-
dicating relative voltages from these terminals. Normal testing 
would begin using the "200" terminals. If better results can be 
obtained by changing the taps, this should be dono. Frequently, 
the unbalance correction is in the other direction, reversing the 
grid leads would then require reversing the feedback connections. 
To have the bias petenti.meters regulate the tubes in the same 
relative position, the bias leads may be reversed on the terminal 
board by the output transformer. These leads have spade lugs, so 
the screws dc not have to be removed. 

After the transmitter has been placed in operating condition, unless 
the performance is exceptionally good, several checks can be made. 
The primary of the modulation transformer can be reversed. This 
frequently has an effect on distortion, mainly on the high frequency 
end of the range. Also, addition or cancellation of noise usually 
results from the polarity of the transformer. If the primary lines 
to the transformer, or connecting on the transformer, are changed, 
the feedback will be unaffected. The secondary should always have 
#5 terminal connected to the power amplifier, the #4 terminal to the 
modulation condenser. With the plate currents statically balanced, 
when signal is applied it will be noted that frequently the plate 
currents will differ if the modulation transformer is reversed, it 
may be noticed that the unbalance is also transferred, indicating 
that the loading is slightly different between the two halves of 
the primary. Some balance may be achieved by means of the balance 
drive taps provided on the driver transformer. The unbalance need 
not be of great concern if the distortion is within limits. Gener-
ally, then the modulation transformer or driver transformer are re-
versed, the two balancing controls R409 and R413 will generally re-
quire changing. Preliminary testing can be done with 50, 1000 and 
7500 cycles. The effect of the two centrels varies, depending on 
the type of unbalance, but generally the cathode balance R413 will 
have the main effect on the low audio frequencies, and the feel-
back balance R409 on the high frequencies. 

DISTORTION 

The Gates BC-5P transmitter is tested thoroughly as possible at the 
factory to assure proper and satisfactory service and performance 
for the customer. Should the distortion be high, the following iteme 
should be checkud and tests made. 

1. The proper connecting of the feedback, the modulation transforme:: 
reactor, condenser, also that the filter condensers are connected on 
the load side of the filter chokes. 

2. Sufficient R.F. drive on the power amplifier. A slight increase 
in drive uay make noticeable improvement. 
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3. Proper test procedure. The diode may be sensitive to amount of 
pickup, try varying coupling. The location of pickup may be such 
that harmonics are also included, or that pickup may be from two 
sources of different phase. The use of a modulation monitor fur 
modulation reference may result in higher percentage of modulation 
than desired. An oscilloscope is the best means for obtaining the 
reference level. 

4. Remove or disc.nnect feedback, uso audio divider on modulator 
grids as described in the audio driver section, determine if the dis-
tortion to the modulators is high. This normally will 1D(.,under 2-3%. 
The diyider might also be applied across the grounded feedback re-
sistors R208 and R209 for measuring modulator output. Also, the 
divider might be used across the 50 ohm power amplifier cathode re-
sistor, R302, the power amplifier tube acting as the load element on 
the modulator. This test, however, may not be c,nclusive, as the 
power amplifier might not be presenting a linear load to the modu-
lators. 

INITIAL TEST PROCEDURE 

When the transmitter has been completely installed, all connections 
made, all blocks and ties removed from the contactors and relays, 
and to the best knowledge of the installation engineer the trans-
mitter is ready for test, the following outline as developed in the 
factory for testing is recommended. The engineer should have studied 
the operation as outlined in this instruction book so that when he 
begins the initial testing, the proper performance will be recognized 
Re has the assurance that before the trnasmitter was dismantled for 
shipping, all circuits were functioning properly. Any failure to do 
so may be due to damage in shipment or minor mechanical failures such 
as a breaking. Any faults should be corrected before proceeding to 
the next step. 

Install tub.:s. 

2. Close the transmitter service switch. Press the "Start" switch. 
Both power tube blowers should run as well as the rectifier unit fan 
The rectifier filaments should be on. 

3. Press the " Stop" switch. The blowrs should shut down after 
two minutes. 

4. After the thermal time delays have recycled ( about 15 sec-
onds), reapply the "Start". Check filament voltages. 

5. If the modulator unit is closed, the filament light will show 
on the audio driver panel and after a few seconds, the bias light. 
If the power amplifier is closed, the filament light will show on 
the oscillator panel and after a few seconds the bias light. The 
multimeter on the "P.,. GRID" will show some current reading. The 
power amplifier plate current meter will road in a reversed direc-
tion due to the holding bias in reversed direction. 
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6. The first R.F. buffer can be tuned as âiven in the instruc-
tions on this unit. 

7. With the high voltage c.ntrol closed, upen various doors 
and check action of door interlocks. 

8. Open the power amplifier disconnoct link S307, close the high 
voltage primary disconnect switch S107, turn the modulator bias 
controls to the mid-position. Disconnect the modulator feedback. 
Set up the driver tuning as outlined in the section on this stage. 
If possible, when tuning the driver check the modulator static 
current. If this is not possible, it would be well to first dis.e 
connect the R.F. driver high voltage line and apply high vJltage and 
set the modulator static current to 100 milliamperes per tube. 

(3 With the R.F. driver tun,d, the power amplifier high voltage 
can then be api,lied by closing the link S307 1 and the power amp-
lifier tuned in accordance with the instructions on this stage. 

10 With the transmitter now operating with full power, final 
tests and adjustments can be made. 

11. Open the top modulator panel (not interlocked), anl with 
some insulating material, tap the overload relay armature, check-
ing the action of the overload recycling. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Range: 7_600 Kc to 540 Kc 
Crystals: 2 Vacuum Crystals 

Frequency Tolerance: t 5 cycles, typical + 2 cycles. 
Supply Voltages: 180-210 Volts D.C. @ 10 MA. 

6,3 Volts A.C. @ 1.2 Amps. 

Output Impedance: High g ( capacity coupled). 
Tubes: 2 Type 12BY7A 

Tuning Procedure for the M5422 Oscillator 

The following tuning instructions should be followed when 
placing the M5422 oscillator in operation. If this procedure 
is not followed, it is possible to tune the oscillator to the 
.2nd harmonic of the crystal rather than the fundamental. 

Information that follows was obtained with the M5422 oscillator 
connected to is proper R.F. load and 30 feet of RG-62/U cable 
connected to the monitor terminal Y6 with shield to ground or 
terminal #7. 

RG-62/17 cable runs 13 5 uufd. per foot, or a total of approxi-
mately 400 uufd. effective capacity on the 30 foot length. 
Shorter lengths of cable on frequencies above 600 KC will effect 
the tuning of the unit. More tuning capacity ( 09) or more turns 
of tha slug in L3 may be required for resonance. 

Shorter lengths of monitor cable on frequencies from 600 KC to 
540 IU may prevent the unit fro-n tuning to resonance. If this 
is the case, capacity should be added across the cable to make 
up the difference in effective capacity. Longer lengths of 
cable would mean lass capacity or less inductance needed for 
resonance in this frequency range. 

It is reconilended that the proper length of RG-62/U be used 
wnenever possible. 

Frequencies from 1600 KC to 800 KC 

1. NO PADDING needed in this raige. 

2. Make sure that slug of L3 is screwed all the way out. 

From 1600 KC to approximately 1100 KC, tune 09 for dip in plate 
current or peak in grid current of following stage. If C9 does 
not tune through resonance, screw in slug on L3 a turn at a time 
until resonance is obtained with 09. 800 KC is tuned with 09 
near maximum capacity and slug on L3 screwed in 7 turns. If 
above procedure is not followed it will be possible for crystals 
from approximately 900 KC to 800 KC to tune to their 2nd har-
monic if slu,z in L3 has not been screwed down to approximately 
7 turns for 800 KC. 
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Frequencies from 540 KC to 800 KC 

1. The padder ( C11) 100 uufd. located on bottom of L3 must be 
connected in the circuit. 

2. Slug on L3 should be screwed down 14 turns. 

Frequencies from 540 KC to approximately 600 KC can be resonated 
with 09. If complete resonance can not be obtained on 09, screw 
slug on L3 back out a turn at a time until resonance is obtained 
by tuning C9, At 800 KC resonance will be with C9 near minimum 
capacity and slug of L3 screwed out approximately 7 turns from 
starting point ( 14 turns down). 

CAUTION - If above procedure is not followed and padder not 
connected, it will be possible to tune crystals 
from 540 KC to 800 KC to their 2nd harmonic. 

After resonance has been obtained, the crystal'may be set to 
exact frequency by using the frequency monitor. Set the slots of 
the trimmer condensers, located on the front of the unit, at 
right angles to the plane of the trimmer mounting screws. With 
the crystal selectnr switch turned to #1 crystal, the frequency 
should be very close to zero. If not, adjust the trimmer FREQ. 
#1 until frequency is zero or to point desired for operation. 
Turn crystal selector switch to #2 position and repeat above 
operation with trimmer FREQ. #2. 

The tuning of these condensers will not effect the resonate 
tuning of the unit and 09 need not be bothered again. The tun-
ing of 09 will have very little if any effect on the trimmer 
adjustments. 
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LIMITS ON BC-5P TR,NSMITTE;R 

Minimum Normal Maximum 

M5422 Plate Voltage 150 180 250 

M5422 Plate Current e 16 18- 20 

6146 Plato Voltage 450 490 525 

6146 Plate Current CP 40 50 70 

Driver Hold Bias 70 75 80 

P. Hold Bias 210 230 250 

Driver Grid Current 4 17 20 25' 

Driver Plato Current y 260 280 300-

P.... Grid Current e 175 200 230 

P.-. Plate Current ( Ip) 1.25 

P.A. Plate Volt (Meter) ( Eh) 5100 5200 5300 

P./.. Input Ip x ( Eb-100Ip) 6650W 

P.11. Output 5300W 

P..L. Efficiency 78% 80% 83% 

Carrier Shift 100%, 1000 Cy. 2%, 3% 4% 

6550 Plate Voltage 440 450 460 

Modulator Bias 230 240 260 

Modulator Plate Current 0.6 @ 1000 cycle 100% Mod. 

Response 50-10000 95% +2 DB 

Distortion 50-7500 95% 3% 

Noise 100% Modulation, 1000 Cy. 60 
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CONTROLS BC-5P 

RADIO FREQUENCY CUBICLE 

TOP LEFT - Power amplifier loading, indicated as D.C. current to 
power amplifier on meter directly above this control, or as R.F. 
output by line meter or common-point current meter. Use to ad-
just output as required, approximately 1.24 ampares plate current, 
or R.F. line current as required for specific installation. 

TOP CENTER - Filament rheostat for filament voltage in unit. Main-
tain to read 7.5 volts on filament meter directly above. 

TOP RIGHT - R.F. Driver tuning, adjust to maximum multimetcriead-
ing when this meter is on "Power Amplifier Grid" position. 

OSCILLATOR PANEL RIGHT - Behind small panel door - Crystal selector 
switch to select crystal to be used.. On each side of selector switch 
is a vernier frequency adjustment for the corresponding crystal. 
OSCILL-TOR PANEL CENTER - Buffer tuning. Tune for maximum current 
when multimeter is set on "Driver Grid".,,Excitation Contrl-Turn 
clockwise beyond point P.A. grid current remains constant. Observe 
distortion measuring equipment on "Noise" position for region of low 
noise reading. 

OSCILLATOR PANEL LoFT - Multimeter selector switch. Most useful 
indicating position is ,n "Power Amplifier Grid". 4; 

P.A. TUNING PANEL - Power amplifier tuning, tune for minimum current 
on top left meter (Power Amplifier Plate Current), at 5 KW output, 
tern counterclockwise to raise the current . 1 to .2 amperes above 
The minimum value, then adjust "Power Amplifier Loading" to Give 
:2equired output. 

I'OdER CUBICLE 

TOP LEFT - Line meter switch by which the voltages of the three 
phase power supply may be read, 

TOP RIGHT - Rectifier filament voltmeter, measuring the primary 
voltage on the filament transformer, to be maintained at a specific 
value as measured to Give 5 volts Jn the rectifier filaments. 

CONTROL PANEL LEFT - Start and st? switches from left to riht, to 
start and shut down transmitter. 

CONTROL PANEL CENTER - Low and high power selector switches with 
lights above, from loft to right. 

CONTROL PANEL RIHT - HiP-,11 voltage on an off switches respectively. 

MODULATOR  CUBICLE 

TOP CENTER - Filament rheostat for filament voltage in unit. Main-
tain to 7.5 inits filnnent on meter directly above. 

AUDIO DRIVER - Two bias controls, adjust to read equally . 05 to . 1 
amperes static current on the two plate current meters on the top 
panel, Use lowest current to give satisfactory performance. 
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M-INTEN:xNCE 

RELAYS  

The REM contactors used in the cJntr:1 circuits and as power contac-
tors of all but the high voltage, are of the same type and rating, 
reducing the need of a wide variety or replacement items. Normal 
expectancy is for long life; the coils are rated 220 volt, 50/60 
cycle for continuous operation plus 10% to minus 15% of rated volt-
age. The contacts operate variously up to 10 amperes and have a 15 
ampere rating. The magnet frame and coil assembly are readily re-
movable by two screws. The coil may be replaced by removing the 
screw which holds the coil retaining clips. No spring adjustments 
are required for various contact arrangements. 

The contacts are of silver-palladium alloy to give long mechanical 
and electrical life. It is not necessary to clean or file the con-
tact tips at any time during the life of the contacts. 

The contacts may be readily reversed by takin.: off the stationary 
contacts, then the removable contacts, and re-installing in the 
opposite position. 

Quite frequently extra contactors ara desired for auxiliary compo-
nents at the transmitting station, to be operated by various func-
tions of the transmitter, or to be independent of the transmitter ; 
operation. .à wide variety of relays and contactors may be obtained 
from the Gates factory. Specify coil voltage and contacts. In the 
case of the REM contactors, the most satisfactory way is to or.lee 
four pole normally open contacts, which arrangement is a stock 
item, and alter the contact arrangement as desired. 

41DJUSTMENT OF OVERLODS  

The overload relays, with the exception of the a.c. overload relays, 
are 6 volt D.C. type which pulls in at approximately 4.5 volts. These 
relays are shunted by appropriate resistances which at the desired 
overload current will develop the required operating voltage. De-
creasing the amount of shunt resistance increases the overload 
tripping point. 

The power amplifier overload may be adjusted by detuning te power 
amplifier momentarily to 1.5 or 1.6 amperes. If the overload does 
not trip, then the amount of shunt resistance should be increased. 
The R.F. driver may be adjusted in a similar manner, detuning until 
the tube shows more than normal heating, if the current is in excess 
of the plate current meter reading. The tube need not be left in 
this operatins condition more than a second or so. When this relay 
is set, the applic .tion of high voltage may cause tripping or pump-
ing of the overloads, in which case the overload should be set aliGht 
ly higher. The modulator overloads may bu set by applying 7500 cycle 
tone, then decreasing bins on one modulator tube until the plata cur-

JO rent tncreases further by . 2 or . 3 amperes, and setting this relay 
e • for tripping. The other modulator tube is adjusted similarly. 
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With this method of adjustment, the overload need be applied only 
for a couple of seconds, and as such no damage will be done the 
tubes. The power amplifier, driver and modulator overload relays, 
as explained in the control circuit discussion, must close their 
contacts on an overload to energize the auxiliary control relay, 
K103, which in turn opens the high voltage control circuit. This 
prevents chattering on modulation peaks, The rapidity of the opera-
tion depends on the rapidity at which the overload occurs. The man-
ner of setting the overloads as described brings the current to the 
‘,T:111(: " rc1tivoIy slo in ctt... I overlord the 
tri current Fucldenly and as such supplies ::. much d'or clos-

t'cve, so that the ctu-1 trippinF current 7i.11 iruader th -t 
as .et in the mnnner prescrib3d. 

lopi)ro-:5e overload trip)ing currents should be as fonous: 
rower .mllifier 1.6 “Aperes 

nriver 
TRANSBORMERS Modulators 

The power tube filament transformers have voltage range taps. 
Primary terminal #1 is always connected to one side of the supply 
line. The other side, connecting to terminal #2 delivers the high-
est secondary voltage, to terminal #4 the lowest voltage. The 
voltage range used depends on the line voltage and line voltage 
variations and the most suitable connection to keep the filament 
voltages correct by means of the rheostats. When the line voltage 
is regulated, the taps should be used that allow the rheostats to 
be operated near the minimum resistance, reducing the heating from 
these components. 

BLOWER  

It may be expected that the blower motor will vary from time to 
time as to details of construction, but will be the proper speed, 
and power for 230 volt single phase 50 or 60 cycle operation to 
deliver the required air volume and pressure. It is suggested 
that the chief engineer, if not thoroughly familiar with motor 
maintenance, to avail himself of any opportunity to discuss fully 
such maintenance with any qualified person as may be found in a 
motor repair shop or electrical shop. 

The motor may be equipped with grease cups or oil cups .. Grease 
cups should be given a partial turn every three months, refilling 
with a'good grade of cup grease when necessary. DO NOT use grrphite 
grease. Bearings requiring oil should be oiled lightly when receiv-
ed. As these motors are tested with the equipment, some oil will 
already be applied, use a good grade of machine oil S.A.E. 10, and 
oil lightly about every three months. 
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CE & CY TYPE MOTORS  

A capacitor start induction run motor has a condenser in the start-
ing circuit. This startinb circuit is opened by a switch or relay 
when the motor has attained a speed of about 75% of the rated spec 
which it should do in a few seconds. 

TROUBLE CHECK LIST 

1. The motor will fail to start if the starting circuit is open 
which may result from an open condenser or failure of the cut-out 
device to make contacts. An opening in this circuit can be deter-
mined by connecting a test lamp in series with Cl and C2. 

2. IF THE MOTOR OVERHEATS: Chock the motor speed to see that the 
motor is not overloaded and operating at reduced speed. Check the 
line voltage at the motor terminals; it should be within 10% of th, 
name plate voltage. Mak- sure the cooling air is free to flow 
through the motor. Check for a shorted stator. Motor usually 
hotter at one spot or smokes. 

3. IF THE NOTOS FAILS TO COME UP TO SPEED: Check load and voltag( 
as above. Condenser may be shorted; if so, replace condenser with 
one of same rating, voltage and microfarads. 

4. MOTOR HUMS OR GROWLS: Probable causes - shorted stator, worn 
bearings, or excessive e.n play. Shorted stator will be indicat-
ed by high watts and overheating. 

AIR PRESSURE SWITCH 

The air pressure switch consists of a captive plate, helil against 
the force of the air pressure by the spring tension of the switch„ 
The switch mounting, outside plate and spacer plate are held to-
ether by bolts threading through the spacer plate, and held en th 

inside of the plenum chamber by nuts. 

The switch mounting plate is slotted, se the switch may be loosene 
and by changing the ant2;le of the switch, the switch will operate 1) 
the movement of the plate to the pressure ipsition. Whn the air 
pressure is released, the switch arm spring presses th, plate to 
the no-pressure position, at the same time opening the circuit. 

If the action of the:witch becomes erratic, examine the air fil-
ters for stoppage due to dirt collection. In the power amplifier, 
if the screen on the bottom of the plenum chamber becomes clogged, 
the air switch will fail to operate. 
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e A.C. OVERLOADS 

These relays are the instantaneous type. The tripping value is 
set by rotating the armature on the threaded shaft; a tab aligns 
with markers on the armature to indicate the value. 

To adjust the relay, the cup under the solenoid is unscrewed, the 
armature and piston removed. The armature is slotted, and inside 
this slot will be seen a brass shaft with a groove around it. This 
groove aligns with the tripping current marked on the armature for 
tripping at that current. A nut on the brass shaft determines the 
distance the armature sets in the solenoid which establishes the 
current required to trip the overload.. 

The overload tripping current should first be set so that the a.e. 
overloads barely hold in with 100% modulation at 30 cycles. This 
will generally be between 60 andA0 amperes. 

AIR PRESSURE  

At times it is desirable to measure the air pressure. Numberous 
heating companies have inexpensive pressure indicators which are 
used across the filters. One such is the "VISIFLOAT" by the 
F. W. Dwyer Company. 

A "Manometer" for measuring air pressure may be easily made. Two 
pieces of glass tubing, about 1/4" diameter and 6 to 10 inches 
long, and connected together by tubing, rubber or plastic such as 
spaghetti sleeving, and the two pieces of glass tubing mounted 
side by side an inch or inch and half apart, making a "U" tube. 
Clear plastic tubing could be formed in the shape of a "U" for this 
without requiring glass tubing. The "U" tube is filled with water 
to about midway on the straight sides. A length of tubing fits 
on one leg of the "U" and this is then placed inside the chamber 
under pressure.. The air pressure is then measured in inches as the 
difference in water level in the two legs of the "U" tube. 

When making measurements, the U tube should be held vertical. The 
tube in the plenum chamber should be at right angles to the air 
stream. Impact of the air will give a higher reading. It -is con-
venient to have some solid tubing on the end of the hose. If 
this tubing is bent on the end, the end may be very easily turned 
in the air stream. 
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AIR FILTERS  

The air filters should be examined regularly. The 20" x 20" size 
is rated for 800 c.f.m., giving over twice the recemmended area fo: 
the blower capacity. This allows a reasonable amount of dust col-
lection without loss in efficiency. The frequency with which the 
filters should be changed depends entirely upon the conditions at 
the transmitter, and with close observation, a replacei:Lent sched-
ule can be established. The non-renewable type of filter is fur-
nished, as experience shows that the renewable or cleanable type 
is generally difficult to clean, and as the dirt becomes deeply 
imbedded and cannot be renved by the usual available methods, 
the filtering action is greatly impaired. As the filter is of a 
standard size, and as such, obtainable from local heating supply 
firms, either type may be used. 

PLEXIGIA.S 

The plastic windows should have a certain amount of care and there 
is included a plastic polishing kit shipped with the trans,aitter. 
Plastic surfaces attract dust. This is because plastics tend to 
accumulate electro-static charges that act as a magnet to attract 
the particles of dust flying constantly in the air. 

Dust is not only unsightly, but causes scratches when improperly 
wiped off. The plastic windows in the BC-5P transmitter have al-
ready been waxed and hence, constant dusttng is unnecessary. 

POWER TUBES  

All tubes should be inspected carefully immediately on receipt. 
Power tubes should be given close attention, particularly to the 
glass around the plate, filament and grid seals for flaws. Tubes 
should be tested as soon after receipt us possible, operating first 
for fifteen minutes at rated filament initage without plate voltage 
By testing in the power amplifier, the tube can be operated normal] 
of reduced power for fifteen minutes, and then fifteen minutes at 
full power. A normal for Class "B" operation, for the absolute 
minimum of noise and distortion, the tube should be matched, but 
in practice, random mixture of tubes will not give noise or dis-
tortion detectable by aural means. 

The tubes should be kept clean, and no foreign matter allowed to 
collect between the filament terminals. The tube should not be 
subject to vibration or shock, the 3X2500F3 tubes should be handled 
by holding to the pins, and supporting the filament leads as much 
as possible. The best storage is a cabinet not used for storage 
of other equipment, built with the proper support and cushioning. 
Such a cabinet may be obtained from the Gates' factory. 
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The tube locates in th, socket with the outside terminal lead away 
from the filament air seal nozzle. The leads should be formed to-
wards the connectors by holding the top of the tube so as not to 
place a strain on the glass. The tube is then inserted in the soc-
ket, and the leads placed in the terminal clamps. The wing nuts 
should be firmly tight by hlnd. The s2ring clamp on the grid should 
be loosened so the ring can be turned to allow the grid connection 
to be made between the two claming plates. The clamp need not be 
tightened, as the pressure remains fairly firm. 

The filaments should be turned on and off as few tipes as possible. 
The delay time of the blower should not be shortened after a sus-
tained period of operation. The operating personnel should famil-
iarize themselves with the tube temperature at normal shutdewn, so 
that on intermittance testing, or filament only, the blowers can be 
cut when the tubes have cooled sufficiently. 

The tube life of a thoriated tungsten filnnunt tube cannot b, ex-
tended by reduction of filament voltage as with bright tungsten 
filament tubes, as actual filament evaporation is negligible. 
During operation, omission is obtained from the thorium coating 
of the tungsten filament. To maintain balance of the coating of 
thorium, the filament should be operated close to specified volt-
age, that is plus or minus 5%. Filament voltage should be measur-
ed on each tuba, and the voltage balanced by the primary taps on 
the transformer if necessary. This normally should not be required, 
The ranges of the taps are given in the information on transformers. 
When tubes are changed, the filament v_ltage should be checked as 
soon after as possible. The operati,n range is nt materially nar-
rower than bright tungsten filaments, as this latter cannot be op-
erated over-voltage without great loss of life, and with under-
voltage, the emission may not be sufficient fer satisfactory opera-
tion. 

Filament operation plus or minus 10% is occasi,nally permissible 
for periods of short duration, but fur all intent and purpose, the 
filament should be operated at rated voltage. The tube life is 
not materially affected by filament operation within this range, 
if the periods of such operation are of relatively short and in-
frequent duration. 

The thoriated tungsten filament normally holds emission throughout 
life, and very close to the end of life, the emission starts to 
fall off rapidly. This gives the station personnel a chance to 
anticipate the end of life and t; replace the tube without suf-
fering transmitter outages. Once the emission has started to go, 
it is only a matter of a few lays until the tube will be completely 
unsatisfactory. 

The loss of emission will be indicated th, same as with any other 
type of filament. One of the earliest indications is the falling 
off of grid current in the case of a power amplifier tube. This 
results from the fact that a very small reductión in output power 
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and consequent reduction in R.F. voltage auveloped in the ,-,late 
circuit causes a drop in control grid current. In fact, the con-
trol grid current acts as a monitoring vacuum tube voltmeter for 
the developed R.F. plate voltage. By referring to constant cur-
rent curves and noticing that as the operiting line fails to push 
into the region of equal 3-rid and plate voltages, the grid cur-
rent falls off rapidly. 

Other indications are failure to hit the modulation peaks on both 
the positive and negative. Thu positive peaks are not reached be-
cause there is a lack of space current, anl the negative peaks are 
not developed because there is insufficient grid current to develop 
the necessary variations in grid leak bias to drop the output 
power momentarily to zero. 

In the modulators, failure of emmision of one of the tubes may re-
sult in unbalance of the modulation peaks, Loss of emission by 
the modulator supplying, the positive modulation peak would sh,w as 
failure to attain full modulation on the positive peaks; where 
failure of the modulator supplying the negative peak would give a 
similar indication for this modulation cycle. There may also be 
present a quality breaking, or oscillating, during the peak of the 
cycle. Suspicious modulator tubes could be checked in the power 
amplifier position and the results compared with a known good tube. 
In the case of unbalance of modulation peaks, the performance 
should be checked that there is not some fault existent in the 
audio driver giving un.alanced drive. L. modulation monitor which 
is picking up radio frequency harmonics will show unbalance on 
the modulation peaks, although the transmitter has been adjusted 
and performin normally with no indication of change, this possi-
bility does still exist. ts the tubes are easily changed, it can 
be noted if the condition changes with a replacement, or rearrange-
ment, of tubes. 

It is suggested that no tube remain idle more than three months. 
One procedure is to rotate tubes, placing spare tubes in service, 
and more or less equali zing the usage of the tubes. 

Ln alternate method is given, that is to place the spare tubes in 
service only for a day or so at three or four month intervals. 
Thus, tubes are kept conditimed, and when tube trouble or loss of 
emission is suspected, a practically new set of conditioned tubes 
will be available for comparison. 
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3X2500F3 

Filament Voltage   7.5 

Filalient Current ............. ,. . . .   48 

Maximum Start Current     100 

Amp. Factor   20 

Interelectrou Capacity: 

6/6/58 

Grid-plate   
Grid-Fil.   

20 mmfd. 
48 mmfd. 
1.2 prifd. 

Transconductance   20,000 nmhos. 
(3000V. - . 83A) 

Net WeiGht   7.5 lbs. 

Maximum Rating: 

DC Plate Voltage .....  5500 
DC Plate Current   2.0 
Plate Dissipation   2500 Watts ( 1) 

1670 Watts ( 2) 
Plate Cooler Core Temp.   150° C. 
Grid Dissipation   150 watts 
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HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY  

Some of the outstanding advantages of semi-conductor rectifiers 
are their long life and low maintenance costs. However; when con-
tinuity of services is of primary concern, a few simple periodic 
preventative maintenance measures may eliminate an eventual un-
expected equipment shutdown. 

After the first 500 to 1000 hours of operation, it is suggested 
that a simple ohmmeter check on individual rectifier cells be per-
formed to locate any possible shorted cells that need replacement. 
There after, this check need not be repeated at intervals less 
than 5,000 to 10,000 hours.More critical tests can be made on in-
dividual cells by applying rated inverse voltage and displaying 
the cell reverse characteristic on a scope. Circuits for performing 
this test can be found in any good text on semi-conductors. 

Unless exceptionally clean filtered air is available for rectifer 
cooling, dust will in time deposit on rectifer surfaces and reduce 
the effectiveness of heat dissipation. The rectifer assemblies 
should be cleaned on a regular maintenance basis, the interval 
between cleaning depending on the particular enviornmental cond-
itions of the installation. 

RATINGS: 

SILICON CELL 

Audio Devices typo 50K7N 

Standard Rectifier type 51081 

Negative base type, 

Peak inverse voltage 500 Volts 

Current   25 Amperes 

Reverse current  25 MA 

Instantaneous forward drop 

@ 25 Amps. & 25°C. Junction temp 1  5 Volts 

Thesc cells are rated by the manufacture to carry 100 amperes 
for one second before reaching dangerous junction temperature. 
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 

A hard and fast .maintenance schedule cannot be set up in this 
instruction boo4. Each installation will have its own problems 
and conditions which effect the schedule. Thus, a location which 
is dusty, where mud is tracked in during inclement weather to 
become dust on drying, will require more often cleaning of the 
air filters and this dust and mud may be carried inside the tran-
smitter by the personnel to require more frequent cleaning of 
componentsn 

After each signoff, the personnel should give the transmitter an 
inspection. This inspection should include: 

10 All condensers in power amplifier and R.F. Driver. 

2. All coils in the power amplifier tank and coupling 

circuits for undue heating, also the slips on the 

coils for heating. 

3, Components of phasor ( if used). 

4. Filament connections of power tubes for heating. 

5. Bearings of blowers. Note if any vibration is 

present in blower as might indicate a loose wheel. 

This inspection will only take a few minutes, and may anticipate 
a failure which would lose valuable program time. The BC-5P 
transmitter is like any machine, for the best performance it should 
be properly maintained. 

The following are given to serve as guide in planning maintenan-
cee Each installation may require modiviation to suit the local 
conditions. A transmitter weekly maintenance schedule is suuest 
as follows: 
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1. Inspect all relays and clean contacts as required. 
2. Clean internally all part of the transmitter, in-

cluding insulators. 
3. Inspect power amplifier tank coils, connections, etc. 
4. Inspect blowers for vibration. 
5. Test operation of overload relays. 
6. Test door interlocks. 
7. Inspect sliding contacts of variable coils. 

A monthlj maintenance routine is suggest as follows: 

1. Clean with crocus cloth low power and rectifier contacts. 
2. Clean all socket and tube prong contacts. 
3. Check all filters, and clean if required. 
4. Tube rotation according to schedule. 
5. Give a general detailed close inspection of each 

unit in the transmitter with whatever test of com-
ponents seems ad7isable. 

6. Check all connections for tightness and heating. 
7. Check tube radiators and clean any dust accumulation. 
8. Test air pressure switch. 

TEST EWIPMENT 

The operating performance of broadcasting equipment may be kept to 
high standards by having and using certain items of test equipment. 
It is impossible to say which should be had in preference to others, 
but the utility of each will be pointed out. 

PORTABLJ VOLT-OHMMETER to use for quick checking of voltage, con-
tinuity and resistance, The self-contained type is preferable for 
convenience, 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER to use for checking audio signal voltages and 
d,c. voltage where low current drain of the meter is essential. At 
least ono meter either VTVM or voli-ohmmeter should be available 
which would read 3000 volts d.c. 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR to use to obtain e signal source for checking audio 
equipment, 

VU METER AND PAD to obtain input level readings for frequency re-
sponse measurements. 

NOISE ANT' DISTORTION  ANALYZER to use for checking both radio fre-
quency and audio units for distortion and noise. If the unit does 
not contain a diode, a diode unit will loga required. 

OSCILLOSCOPE to use for observing wave shapes, calibrating modula-
tion monitor, etc. 
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This test equipment can be used not only for transmitter maintenance 
but also in keeping the studio equipment at peak of performance. 
Most of these items are listed in the GATES RADIO COMPANY catalog 
and all are obtainable through this company. Where test equipment is 
available, a regular check should be made of the equipment as a part 
of the maintenance schedule. 

TOOLS 

A list of desirable tools would probably include everything on the 
store counter. Where station personnel build part of the station 
equipment, or construction equipment for home or amateur use, the 
tool rack will usually be found to be well equipped. Where tools 
are used strictly for maintenance, the tool supply is too freq-
uently lacking important tools. The design and construction of the 
transmitter has been to use " standard" parts where possible, and no 
special tools are required. 

The recommended tool list is as follows: 

1. Screwdrivers - 5 or 6 ranging from 1/16" bit to 7/16". 
An offset screwdriver is frequently time saYing. A 
full set of Phillips screwdrivers should also be in-
cluded. 

2. Wrenches - 3 or 4 from 4" to 10" adjustable. These 
can well be augmented by sets of open end box wrenches 
and socket sets. 

3. Spintite wrenches are exceedingly convenient in 
working close quarters, such as transformer ter-
minal boards. 

4. Soldering irons - 2, one small, fairly rapid heating, 
the other, heavy duty for soldering tubing, large lugs, 
etc. 

5. Pliers - needle nose medium and heavy duty side cutters, 
Bernard and vise grip types are frequently very useful. 
Also, one or two sizes of cutters should be included. 

6. Electric drill - the 1/4" medium duty is probably the 
best for general use. A light duty drill may fail at 
an inopportune time; a heavy duty drill is generally 
too heavy and cumbersome for average station use. 

7. Among the miscellaneous tools, at least standard 
hacksaw should be included, as well as tin shears, 
vise, hammer, etc. 

8. Allen wrenches from 6-32 to 1/4-20 sizes. 
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To complete the workshop an assortment of nuts, bolts, lockwashers 
and washers, some wire, #12 and #14 flameproof, hookup wire, bus 
wire #8, #12 and #16 1 some high voltage cable, an assortment of 
soldering lugs should be on hand. Many other items suggest them-
selves. 

SPARE PARTS 

Except for tubes, frequently a station has no spare parts. The 
Gates' BC-5P has been designed with the intention that there should 
be no part failures. This of course, must be qualified " in normal 
operation". The most common sources of damage are perhaps electri-
cal storms which may damage condensers in the antenna system, power 
amplifier tank and coupling and the R.F. meters. Accidental short 
circuits are damaging to switch and relay contacts. Breakage may 
occur to resistors especially of the ferrule type. 

The location would also be a determining factor. Near large cities 
many substitute parts may be obtained should such be required. Sta-
tions located near smaller cities often do not have access to sub-
stitute replacement parts. 

The problem then reserves itself to one of individual conditions. 
The Gates' BC-5P tr nsmitter has been designed as far as practical 
for the duplication of parts. The Engineering Department of Gates 
Radio Company will be glad to cooperate to work out a spare parts 
inventory to meet the customer's requirements and desires. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Rigid rules for safety should be established and enforced. 

The rectifier filters are equipped with grounding relays, which 
normally give protection from high voltage, but even then enough 
voltage may be passed to give a severe shock. Condensers in the 
BC-5P have been so arranged that they are shorted by the grounding 
switches or have some form of drain. However, in event of a fault, 
or some phase of maintenance, a condenser might be left with a dan-
gerous charge. Always test the high voltage condensers with a 
grounding stick before handling components. 

Do not try to make repairs on a " hot" circuit. The accidental slip 
of a tool might cause far more damage than to shut completely down 
in the first place, or result in physical harm to the operator. 

A good many times an operator will be working alone. This calls for 
continuouÉ caution on his part, that he use tools sensibly, that if 
he needs to reach the top part of the transmitter he have a safe 
step-ladder, that if he has to move a heavy unit he has the work so 
organized to require the minimum of physical strain such as having 
blocks and rest positions ready. 
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Extreme care should be used around the power tubes. In working 
around them, if there is any possibility that a tool may slip and 
hit the tube, remove it to a safe place. Such a blow may shatter 
the glass and cause severe injuries to face and eyes. 

When more than one operator is working on the transmitter, make sure 
that everyone is clear before applying any voltages. The best way 
is to get verbal clearance from everyone, then announce the 
voltage is being applied. 

Do not short out door interlocks to get inside of a unit in 
operation. 
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;iAhhANTY 

This equipment is warranted by Gates Radio Company of Quincy, Illinois to 
be free from defects in workmanship and material and will be repaired or 
replaced in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth below: 

1. Gates Radio Company believes that the purchaser has every right to 
expect first-class quality, materials and workmanship and has created 
rigid inspection and test procedures to that end, and excellent packing 
methods to assure arrival of equipment in good condition at destination. 

2. Gates Radio Company will endeavor to make emergency shipments at the 
earliest possible time giving consideration to all conditions. 

3. Gates Radio Company warrants new equipment of its manufacture for one 
(1) year and ( six ( 6) months on moving parts), against breakage or failure 
of parts due to imperfection of workmanship or material, its obligation 
being limited to repair or replacement of defective parts upon return 
thereof f.o.b. Gates Radio Company's factory, within the applicable period 
of time stated. Electron tubes shall bear only the warranty of the manu-
facturer thereof in effect at the time of the shipment to the purchaser. 
Other manufacturers' equipment covered by a purchaser's order will carry 
only such manufacturers' standard warranty. These warranty periods com-
mence from the date of invoice and continue in effect as to all notices, 
alleging a defect covered by this warranty, received by Gates Radio Company 
prior to the expiration of the applicable warranty period. 

The following will illustrate features of the Gates Radio Company warranty: 

Transmitter Parts: The main power or plate transformer, modulation 
transformer, modulation reactor, main tank variable 
condensers all bear the one ( 1) year warranty mentioned 
above. 

Moving Parts: As stated above, these are warranted for a period 
of six ( 6) months. 

Electron Tubes: As stated, electron tubes will bear such warranty, 
if any, as provided by the manufacturer at the time of 
their shipment. Gates Radio Company will make such 
adjustments with purchasers as given to Gates Radio 
Company by the tube manufacturer. 

All other component parts ( except as otherwise stated): Warranted 
ror one ( 1) year. 

Abuse: Damage resulting from abuse, an Act of God, or by fire, 
wind, rain, hail, in transportation, or by reason of 
any other cause or condition, except normal usage, is 
not covered by this warranty. 

4. Operational warranty - Gates Radio Company warrants that any new 
transmitter of its manufacture, when properly installed by purchaser and 
connected with a suitable electrical load, will deliver the specified 
radio frequency power output at the output terminal(s) of the transmitter, 
but Gates Radio Company makes no warranty or representation as to the 



coverage or range of such apparatus. If a transmitter does not so perform, 
or in the event that any equipment sold by Gates Radio Company does not 
conform to any written statement in a contract of sale relative to its 
operating characteristics or capabilities, the sale liability of Gates 
Radio Company shall be, at the option of Gates Radio Company, either to 
demonstrate the operation of the equipment in conformance with its warranty, 
or to replace it with equipment conforming to its warranty, or to accept 
its return, f.o.b. purchaser's point of installation and refund to purchaser 
all payments made on the equipment, without interest. Gates Radio Company 
shall have no responsibility to the purchaser under a warranty with respect 
to operation of equipment unless purchaser shall give Gates Radio Company 
a written notice, within one ( 1) month after arrival of equipment at pur-
chaser's shipping point, that the equipment does not conform to such warranty. 

5. Any item alleged by a purchaser to be defective, and not in conform-
ance with a warranty of Gates Radio Company shall not be returned to Gates 
Radio Company until after written permission has been first obtained from 
the Gates Radio Company home office for such return. Where a replacement 
part must be supplied under a warranty before the defective part can be 
returned for inspection, as might be required to determine the cause of a 
defect, purchaser will be invoiced in full for such part 1 and if it is 
determined that an adjustment in favor of the purchaser is required, a 
credit for an adjustment will be given by Gates Radio Company upon its 
receipt and inspection of a part so returned. 

6. All shipments by Gates Radio Company under a warranty will be f.o.b. 
Quincy, Illinois or f.o.b, the applicable Gates Radio Company shipping 
point. 

7. Gates Radio Company is not responsible for the loss of, or damage to, 
equipment during transportation or for injuries to persons or damage to 
property arising out of the use or operation of Gates equipment. If damage 
or loss during transportation occurs, or if the equipment supplied by Gates 
Radio Company is otherwise damaged, Gates will endeavor to make shipment of 
replacement parts at the earliest possible time giving consideration to all 
conditions. It is the responsibility of a purchaser to file any claim for 
loss or damage in transit with the transportation company and Gates will 
cooperate in the preparation of such claims to the extent feasible when so 
requested. 

8. Gates Radio Company, in fulfilling its obligations under its warranties, 
shall not be responsible for delays in deliveries due to depleted stock, 
floods, wars, strikes, power failures, transportation delays, or failure 
of suppliers to deliver, acts of God, or for any condition beyond the control 
of Gates that may cause a delayed delivery. 

9. This warranty may not be transferred by the original purchaser and no 
party, except the original purchaser, whether by operation of law or other-
wise, shall have or acquire any rights against Gates Radio Company by virtue 
of this warranty. 

10. Gates Radio Company reserves the right to modify or rescind, without 
notice, any warranty herein except that such modification or rescission 
shall not affect a warranty in effect on equipment at the time of its 
shipment. In the event of a conflict between a warranty in a proposal 
and acceptance and a warranty herein, the warranty in the proposal and 
acceptance shall prevail. 

11. This warranty shall be applicable to all standard Gates catalog items 
sold on or after March 1, 1960. Gates Radio Company 
1/6/60 Quincy, illinoiS 



BC-5P2 TRANSMITTER 

KUSH SUPPLY_SFICTIO , PARTS LIST  
115667 
Symbol No. Gates Part No. Description 

A101,A102 396 0016 000 Lam,, 10 W., 230 V. Screw Base 

B101 430 0002 000 Fan, 115 V., 50/60 Cy., 1450 RPM, 
6 W. 

C101 510 0209 000 Cap., 8 mfd., 3000 V. 
C102 510 0312 000 Cap., 4 mfd., 7500 V. 
C103 522 0031 000 Cap., 16 mfd., 450 V. 

CR101 384 0044 000 Selenium Rectifier, 25 HA DC 

• 

F101,F102 398 0138 000 Cartridge Fuse, 10 amp., 250 V. 

K101,K102 570 0050 000 Start-Stop & Blower Contactor, 
220 V. 50/60 cy. 

K103,K104 574 0034 000 0.L. & H.V. Aux. Contactor, 
230 V., 50/60 Cy. 

K105 570 0034 000 H.V. Contactor, 220 V., 50 amps, 
with coil for 50 cycles 

574_2/:2L__(120_, Relay, 1-B, 230 V DC 
: K107 _51L1-22_3_1! Latching Relay, both coils 230 V. 

- 50/60 cy. DPDT 
K108 942 0133 003 Voltage Change Relay 
K109 576 0022 000 Time Delay Relay 
K111,K112 582 0003 000 A.C. Overload Time Limit Relay, 

60-120 amps., Contact N.C. 
K113 576 0024 000 Time Delay Relay 
K114 576 0039 000 Time Delay Relay 

L101 476 0166 000 Filter Reactor 
L102 476 0104 000 Filter Reactor, 8 hy., 600 MA 

M101 1M103 630 0048 000 A.C. Line & Rect. Fil. Voltmeter, 
0-300 V. AC.(cal. for . 0598" steel 
pule') 

M102 632 0150 000 P.A. Plate Voltmeter, 0-1 MA, DC 
movement with 0-6000 V. scale. 
(cal. for . 0598" steel panel) 

R101 552 0381 000 Filament Voltage Rheostat, 16 ohm, 
100 W. 

R102 542 0084 000 Res., 3000 ohm, 10 W. 
R106 540 0481 000 Res,, 12K ohm, 1 W., 10% 
R107 550 0065 000 Control, 5K ohm 
R108 540 0748 000 Res., 4700 ohm, 2 W., 10% 
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Symbol No. 

R109 
R110 1R111 

R112,R113,R114 
R115 , R116 

S101,S102 

S103,S104 

S105 
S106 
S108,S109 
S110 

S111,S112 

T101 
'1=2— 

TB101 
TB102 
TB103 

71151-
XA101 
XA102 

(XF101 & XF102) 

XK109,XK113 1 
XK114 

XV101,XV102, 
XV103 1XV104, 
XV105,XV106 

B201 

C201 
C202 

9/29/61 

Gates Part No. 

542 0518 000 
548 0016 000 

542 0089 000 
542 0549 000 

604 0070 000 

604 0071 000 

604 0067 000 
604 0142 000 
604 0061 000 
600 0052 000 

991 2230 001 

472 0175 000 
472 0242 000 

614 0239 000 
614 0235 000 
614 0092 000 
614 0093 000 
384 0052 qm______sz 
406 0073 000 
406 0072 000 

Description  

Res., 200 ohm, 160 W. ferrule type 
Meter Eultiplier, 3 megohm, 3 KV, 
1 Ni  
Res., 6000 ohm, 10 W. 
Res., 1000 ohm, 190 W. ferrule type 

Fil & H.V. ON Pushbutton Switch, 
Black 
Fil. & H.V. OFF -Pushbutton Switch, 
Red 
Switch, Low Power Pushbutton, Black 
Switch, High Power l'ushbutton, Red 
Switch, Door Interlock 
Switch, Line Voltmeter Tap, two in 
tandem 
High Voltage Grounding Switch Assy. 

402 0014 000 

404 0016 000 

404 0052 000 

Fil. Transformer 
Power Transformer 

Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 
Terminal Board, Fan 
Terminal Board, Line Meter 
.licon Rect, 25 amp, 5(12_,Ely_____ 

L6i—P-FEE7rilot Light Assy, Green 
High Power Pilot Light Assy, Red 

Dual Fuseblock 

Socket 

Socket 

MODUnTOR SECTION, M5668 

432 0001 000 

510 0272 000 
510 0312 000 

-2-

Blower, CW rotation, 1/4 H.P., 
1450/1750 RPM, 115/230 V. single 
phase, 50/63 cycle, cont. duty 
oiler, non-sealed bearing, 270 CFM 
at 1.4" static pressure, upblast. 

Mod. Cap., 2 mfd., 7500 V. 
Filter Cap., 4 mfd., 7500 V. 
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Symbol No. 

F201 , F202 

K201 

K202 , K203 

L201 
L202 

M201,M203 

M202 

R201 

R202,R203 
R204 , R205, 
R206,R207 
R208,R209 

S201 
S203,S204,S205 
S206,S207 

Gates Part No. 

398 0138 000 

574 0034 000 

574 0033 000 

482 0013 000 
476 0166 000 

632 0033 000 

630 0032 000 

552 0403 000 

552 0082 000 

t-32 0539 000 0461 000 

Description 

Cartridge Fuse, 10 amp., 250 V. 

Filter Interlock Contactor, 230 V. 
50/60 cycle 
Overload Contactor, 6 V. D.C. 

Mod. Reactor 
Mod. Filter Choke 

Mod. 1 & 2 Plate Current Meter, 
0-2 amp., D.C. ( cal for . 0598" 
steel panel) 
Mod. Fil. Voltmeter, 0-10 V. .:1.0 
(cal. for . 0598" steel panel) 

Fil. Voltage Rheostat, 7.5 ohm, 
150 W. 
Adj. Res., 5 ohm, 50 W. 

Res., 100K ohm, 160 W. ferrule type 
Res., 5000 ohm, 38 W. ferrule type 

604 0050 000 Air Switch, N.O. 
604 0061 000 Door Interlock Switch 
991 2230 001 High Voltage Grounding 

T201 478 0080 000 Mod. Transformer 
T202 472 0180 000 Fil. Transformer 
T203 472 0304 000 Stepdown Transformer 

TB201 614 0233 000 Terminal Board 
TB202 614 0223 000 Blower Terminal Board 
TB203 614 0093 000 Terminal Board 

V201 , V202 

(XF201,XF202) 

XV201,XV202 

B301 

374 0004 000 

402 0014 000 

991 2749 001 

Mod. Tube, 3X2500F3 

Dual Fuseblock 

Tube Socket Assembly 

R. F. SECTION, M5669 

432 0001 000 

C301,C302,C303 500 0320 000 
C304A,C304B 

Switch Assy. 

Blower, CW roation, 1/4 H.P., 
1450/1750 RPM, 115/230 V. 1 phase, 
50/60 cy., cont. duty oiler, non-
sealed bearing 270 CFM at 1.4" 
static pressure, upblast 
Cap., . 01 mfd., 600 ( W) V. 
Cap., Driver Tank l(det. by oper. 
freq.) 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. 

C306 
0307,0308 
0309,0310 

0313 
0.11/,,c315, 

-10316,031777 

0318,0319, 
0320 
0321,0322, 
0323 
0324,0325 

F301 , F302 

K301 , K302, 
K305 

K303 ,K304 
L301 
L302 
L303 
L305 
L306,L307 
L308 
L309 
L310 
L311 
L312 
L313 
L315 

M301 

M302 

M303 

R301 
R302 
R303 , R310 
R304 
R305 , R306 
R308 
R307 

500 0477 000 
504 0023 000 

512 0103 000 

;gçev, 

504 0152 000 
500 0202 000 
504 0090 000 

398 0182 000 

574 0034 000 

574 0033 000 
494 0076 000 

931 6138 010 
911 1358 001 
931 9560 002 
931 6138 030 
931 6138 047 
931 6583 002 
494 0101 000 
811 1792 001 
911 1790 001 
911 1358 002 

632 0033 000 

630 0043 000 

632 0210 000 

552 0405 000 
542 0542 000 
552 0085 000 
552 0082 000 
542 0525 000 
542 0210 000 
542 0060 000 

Description 

Cap., . 01 mfd., 2500(W) V. 
Cap., . 02 mfd., 1000(W) V. 
Cap., P.A. Tank Vacuum ( det. by 
operating freq.) 
Cap., Vacuum, 25 mmfd., 20 KV 

Cap., Coupling, (det. by operating 
freq.) 

Cap., 

Cap., 
Cap., 

.002 mfd., 12.5 KV 

.006 mfd., 500 (W) V. 

.002 mfd. 

Cartridge Fuse, 10 amp., 250 V. 

Fil. & SG Contactor, 230 V., 
50/60 cy., 
Driver & P.A. 0.L. Contactor 
R.F. Choke, 2.5 NH 
Choke 
Driver Plate Coil 
P.A. Grid Parasitic Suppressor 
P.A. Plate Choke Assembly 
P.A. Tuning Coil Assembly 
Loading Coil Assembly 
Variable Loading Coil Assembly 
R.F. Choke 
Mod. Mon. Loop 
Mod. Mon. Coil Assy. 
P.A. Plate Parasitic Suppressor 
Assembly 

P.A. Plate Current Meter, 0-2 amp. 
D.C.(cal. for . 0598" steel panel) 
P.A. Fil. Voltmeter, 0-10 V, A.C. 
(cal. for . 0598" steel panel) 
Multi-Meter, 0-1 MA D.C. movement 
with 0-30 and 0-300 MA D.C. scale, 
(cal. for . 0598" steel panel) 

Rheostat, 15 ohm, 150 W. 
Res., Ferrule, 50 ohm, 190 W. 
Res., Adj., 50 ohm, 50 W. 
Res., P.A., 0.L., Adj., 5 ohm, 50W 
Res., Ferrule, 2000 ohm,160 W. 
Res., 250 ohm, 50 W 
Res., 100 ohm, 10 W. 
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Symbol No. 

S301 
S303,S304, 
S305,S306 
S307 
S308,S310 
S309 

T301 
T302 
T303 

TB301 
TB302 
TB303 
TB304 

V301 
V302 

(XF301 & 
XF302) 

XV 301 
XV302 

A401,A402 

C401,C402 
C403,0414, 
0415,0419, 
0420 
0404,0405 
0406,0407, 
C408,0409 
0412,0413, 
0416 1C417 
0418 
0421,0422 
0423,0424, 
C425 , 0426 

F401,F402 

K401 
K402 

Gates Part No. 

604 0050 000 

604 0061 000 
810 8060 001 
991 231 001 
991 2230 001 

472 0202 000 
472 0111 000 
472 0304 000 

614 0233 000 
614 0094 000 
614 0223 000 
614 0114 000 

374 0009 000 
374 0004 000 

402 0014 000 

404 0055 000 
991 2749 001 

Description 

Air Switch, N.O. 

Door Interlock Switch 
2.A. Disconnect Switch Blade 
H.V. Grounding Switch 
H.V. Ground:L/1g Switch 

P.A. Fil. Transformer 
Driver Fil. Transformer 
Step-Down Transformer 

Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 
Blower Terminal 
Terminal Board 

Board 

Tube, 4-250A 
Tube, P.A., 3X2500F3 

Dual Fuseholder 

Socket 
P.A. Tube Socket AsJembly 

AUDIO DRIVER UNIT (MODULATOR SECTION) M5366 

396 0045 000 Lamp, 6-8 V. 

506 0016 000 Cap., .5 mfd., 400(W) V. 

522 0133 000 Cap., 
506 0013 000 Cap., 

506 0024 000 Cap., 

510 0360 000 Cap., 
510 0317 000 Cap., 
500 0043 000 Cap., 

516 0075 000 Cap., 

398 0020 000 Fuse, 

572 0028 000 Relay 
574 0032 000 

16 mfd., 450 V. 
.05 mfd., 400(W) V. 

.5 mfd., 600 ( W) V. 

4 mfd., 600 V. 
1 mfd., 600 (d) V. 
.0005 mfd., 500 (W) V. 

.005 mfd., 1 KV 

3 amp., 250 V, 3 AG 

Relay, Bias U.V., DPDT, 115 V. DC 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. 

L401 
L402,L403 
L404, L405 

R401,R402 
R403 1R404 
R405 , R406 
R407,R408, 
R424,R425 
R409 
R410 1R411 
R412 1R414, 
R419 1R420 
R413 
R415 , R416, 
R422 , R423 
R417 , R418 
R426 ,R427 1 
R428 1R429 
R430 1R431 1 
1R432 , R433 
R434 
R435 1R436 1 
R437 , R'-4-38 
R439 ,R440 1 
R441 1R442 
R443 1R/1 ,1,1 
R449 
R447,R448 
R450 
R451 
R453 
R454 
R455 , R456 

T401 
T402 
T403 
T404 
T405 

TB401 
TB402 
TB403 
TB404 
TB405 

9/29/61 

Description 

476 0027 000 Filter Choke 
476 0007 000 Filter Choke 
476 0013 000 Bias Filter Choke 

540 
540 
540 

0335 
0316 
0373 

000 
000 
000 

Res., 
Res., 
Res., 

1300 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
220 oh, 1 W., 5% 
51K ohm, 1 W., 5% 

540 0645 000 Res., 27K ohm, 2 W., 5% 
550 0065 000 Control, 5000 ohm 
540 0501 000 Res., 560K ohm, 1 W., 10% 

540 0339 000 Res., 2000 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
550 0061 000 Potentiometer, 1000 ohm, 2 

540 0758 000 Res., 33K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
540 0380 000 Res., 100K ohm, 1 W., 5% 

540 0468 000 Res., 1000 ohm, 1 W., 10% 

10 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
200 ohm, 50 W. 

Res., 100 ohm, 2 W., 10% 

540 0284 000 
542 0209 000 

540 0728 000 

542 
540 
542 
552 
542 
540 
542 
542 
540 

0060 
0377 
0140 
0321 
0147 
0756 
0216 
0099 
0495 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

478 0142 000 
478 0054 000 
472 0085 000 
472 0248 000 
472 0035 000 

614 0115 000 
614 0111 000 
614 0110 000 
614 0112 000 
614 0046 000 

Res., 
Res., 

Res. 
Res. 
Res. 
Rheo 
Res. 
Res. 
Res. 
Res. 
Res. 

, 100 ohm, 
1 75K ohm, 
, 5000 ohm, 
stat, 1500 
15K ohm, 
22K ohm, 

, 2500 ohm, 
, 15K ohm, 
, 180K ohm, 

Transformer, 
Transformer, 
Transformer, 
Transformer, 
Transformer, 

10 W. 
1 W., 5% 
20 W. 

ohm, 25 W. 
20 W. 
2 W., 10% 
50 W. 

10 W. 
1 W., 10% 

Audio Input 
Driver 
Rect. Fil. 
Bias Power 
Rect. Plate 

Terminal Board 
Terminal Board, 
Terminal Board, 
Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 

W . 

Audio Input 
Feedback 
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Symbol No. 

V401,V402 
V403 ,V404, 
V405 ,V406 
V407,V408, 
V409 

XA401,XA402 

XF401,XF402 

XV401,XV402 
XV403,XV404, 
XV405,XV406, 
XV407,XV408, 
XV409 

Gates Part No. Description 

370 0097 000 Tube, 6SN7GTA 

370 0214 000 Tube, 6550 

374 0020 000 Tube, 5R4GY 

406 0144 000 Fil. & Bias Pilot Light Assy., 
Green 

402 0021 000 Fuseholder Assembly 

404 0064 000 Turret Socket 

404 0016 000 Socket 

FRE7,UENCY CONTROL  UNIT (B.F. SECTION) m5533 

A501,A502 396 0045 000 Lamp, 6-8 V. 

0507 500 0187 000 Cap., . 002 mfd., 500 V. ( d) 
C508,C521, 
C522 10523 516 0082 000 Cap., . 01 uf., 1 KV 
C509,C513 500 0336 000 Cap., . 002 mfd., 1200 V. ( W) 
0510 520 0211 000 Cap., Variable, 12-300 mmfd. 
C511 500 0333 000 Cap., . 0005 mfd., 1200 (d) V. 
0512 500 0447 000 Cap., . 0002 mfd., 1200 ( W) V. 

C517,C518, 
0519 510 0360 000 Cap., 4 mfd., 600 ( d) V. 
0516 510 0362 000 Cap., 2 mfd., 1000 (W) V. 
C520 516 0075 000 Cap., . 005 mfd., 1 KV, disc hi-kap 
0514 510 0359 000 Cap., 2 mfd., 600 V. ( W) 

F501 398 0020 000 Fuse, 3 amp., 250 V, 3 AG 

K501 574 0032 000 Relay, 115 V., D.C., D.i.D.T. 

L503 494 0033 000 R.F. Choke, 2.5 mh 
L504 911 1371 001 Plate Parasitic Suppressor Assy. 
L505 494 0070 000 R.F. Choke, 2 mh. 
L506 913 0857 000 Oscillator Coil Assembly 
L507,L508 476 0016 000 Filter Choke, 6 henry 

P501 Plug, 8 pin 
R501 542 0105 000 Res., 25K ohm, 10 W. 
R503 552 0079 000 Res., uldj. 15K ohm, 25 W. 
R504 542 0145 000 Res., 10K ohm, 20 W. 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. 

R505 
R507 
R508,R518 
R509 
R510 1R514 1 
R515 
R512 
R513 
R516 
R517 
R522 
R519 
R523 
R524 

S502 

540 
540 
540 
542 

0308 
0482 
0284 
0132 

000 
000 
000 
000 

Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 

Description 

100 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
15K ohm, 1 W., 10% 
10 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
1000 ohm, 20 W. 

542 0703 000 Res., 1 ohm, 1 w., 5% 
552 0258 000 Control, 25K ohm 
540 0317 000 240 ohm, 1 W., 5% 
542 0081 000 2000 ohm, 10 W. 
542 0095 000 10K ohm, 10 W. 
542 0148 000 20K ohm, 20 W. 
542 0099 000 15K ohm, 10 W. 
542 0410 000 3500 ohm, 20 W. 
540 0571 000 22 ohm, 2 W., 5% 

600 0160 000 

Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 

Switch 

T501 472 0069 000 Transformer, Power 

TB501 
TB502 
TB503 

V501 
V502 
V503 , V504 

XA501 1XA502 

XF501 

XV501 1XV502 1 
XV503,XV504 

Cl,C2 
C3 
C4 
C5,C7,C8 
C6,C11 
C9 
C10 

J1 

Li , L2 
L3 

9/29/61 

614 
614 
614 

374 
374 
370 

0118 
0116 
0070 

0051 
0020 
0103 

000 
000 
000 

000 
000 
000 

Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 

Tube, 
Tube, 
Tube, 

6146 
5R4GY 
6W4GT 

406 0144 000 Pilot Light Assembly, Green 

402 0021 000 

404 0016 000 

Fuseholder 

Socket 

M5422 OSCILLTOR UNIT FOR AM TRANSMITT±;RS  

520 0116 
502 0008 
502 0094 
508 0061 
502 0024 
520 0119 
502 0024 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

610 0047 000 

494 0033 000 
492 0019 000 

Cap., 
Cap., 
Cap., 
Cap., 
Cap., 
Cap., 
Cap., 

Variable, 3.9-50 mmfd. 
24 mmfd., 500 (W) V. 
800 mmfd. 500 ( W) V. 
.01 mfd., 600 V. 
100 mmfd., 500 (W) V. 
Variable, 6.7-140 mmfd. 
100 mmfd., 500 ( W) V. 

Receptacle 

R.F. Choke, 2.5 mh 
Variable Coil, 105-200 uh 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. 

R1,R6 
R2 
R3 1R9, 
R10 1R11 
R4 
R5,R8 
R7 
R12 
R13 
R14 

Si 

V1,V2 

XV1,XV2 
XY1,XY2 

Y1 ,Y2 

9/29/61 

540 0764 000 
540 0740 000 

540 0757 000 
540 0754 000 
540 0752 000 
540 0730 000 
540 0740 000 
540 0760 000 
540 0284 000 

913 0316 001 

370 0123 000 

404 0059 000 
404 0016 000 

Res., 
Res., 

Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 
Res., 

Description 

100K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
1000 ohm, 2 W., 10% 

27K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
15K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
10K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
150 ohm, 2 W., 10% 
1000 ohm, 2 W., 10% 
47K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
10 ohm, 1 5% 

Rotary Switch 

Tube, 12BY7A 

Socket, Noval 
Socket, Crystal 

Vacuum Crystal ( det. by freq.) 
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REPLACING COMPONENTS ON THE 
PRINTED CHASSIS 

Since this is a destructive operation, the engineer must be 
reasonably sure that the part is defective before removing 
it. He may determine this from the D.C. and signal voltage 
measurements or by visual observation. 

WARNING: The copper conductors are only .0027" thick on the 
printed chassis. They are easily damaged: Do not attempt to 
pull one component lead loose to check the component. Use 
only the approved procedure as outlined in the sketches and 
the sub-paragraphs listed below. 

Use a small electric soldering iron ( 60 watts or less) and 
allow it to come up to full heat before starting the repair 
job. The tip must be clean and well tinned. 

CAUTION: Do not use a soldering gun. The ex-
tremely high temperature of the tip 
will damage the phenolic board. 

Put the iron tip on the fillet under the chassis, right be-
side the component lead being removed. Put a gentle, but 
firm pressure on all leads and components being moved while 
the heat is applied. Do not hold the iron to the printed 
chassis for long periods of time. If the lead or component 
is difficult to remove, make repeated short passes at it 
rather than one long period that may overheat the board. 

1. REMOVING PARALLEL MOUNTED COMPONENTS dITH AXIAL LEADS: 

A cli leads pliers push wire through hole 
until hook can be clipped 
off. 

pliers 

iron tip 

2. REMOVING VERTICALLY MOUNTED RESISTORS AND COMPONENTS 
WITH AXIAL LEADS: 

clip off hook that was 
iron tip soldered to chassis. 

place iron on fillet again and pull the 
wire out of the hole on the top side of 
the chassis. 

A 

place iron on fillet and push 
pliers wire through the hole until 

the hook can be clipped off. 

clip off hook that was solder-
ed to chassis. 

remove wire as illustrated in. 
paragraph 1. ( c). 
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7. REPLACING TUBE SOCKETS: 

Tube sockets are very difficult to replace and should not be 
replaced until you are positive that the one in question is 
actually defective. Resolder all of the socket pin fillets 
to assure that this is not the trouble. Inspect the top side 
to see if the tube pin sleeve is bent and can be straightened. 
Use a socket alignment tool to re-size. Check continuity from 
the top to the bottom side of the chassis. If there is a con-
nection and the socket sleeve is not out of alignment or spread 
open, the socket is O.K. and should not be removed. 

(A) If the socket has been damaged or is excessively corroded 
it must be replaced. Stand the unit so that the chassis is 
vertical. Hold a small iron to the hex nut in the center of 
the socket ( if the socket is retained in this manner). After 
the solder has melted, unscrew the retaining screw. 

(B) Remove the excess solder from all pin fillets by carrying 
it away with the tip of the iron. Repeat until all solder that 
will come loose is removed. Do not hold the iron to the chassis 
for long periods of time. 

(C) Starting at pin 1 or pin 7 (8 or 9 on other sockets), apply 
the iron and push against the socket to raise it at this point. 
Use the thumb and fingers only to raise socket to prevent damage 
to the board. The socket will not move very much but any move-
ment at all is helping. Place the iron on each pin in rotation 
around the socket while pushing up on the side of the socket 
adjacent to the pin being heated. After several passes around 
the socket it will no longer be held in by solder. Gently rock 
the socket and pull it free of the holes. 

(D) Use a small metal twist drill as illustrated in paragraph 
5 of these instructions to clear the fillet holes of solder. 

(E) Install the new socket and put in a new retaining screw 
similar to the one removed ( if retaining screws are used). Do 
not tighten the nut excessively and put a great strain on the 

phenolic board. 

(F) Solder the screw, nut and each socket pin fillet swiftly 
and securely. Be sure that there is no solder bridging between 
adjacent fillets or conductors. 

(G) If one of the fillets was damaged in the replacement oper-
ation, form a small loop on the end of a small piece of wire. 
Drop the loop over the socket pin and lay the wire to join the 
proper conductor. Flow solder on the connections and clip off 
the excess wire. 

From the Engineering Department of 
The Gates Radio Company 
A Subsidiary of the Harris-Intertype Corp ° 
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REPLACING COMPONENTS ON THE 
PRINTED CHASSIS 

Since this is a destructive operation, the engineer must be 
reasonably sure that the part is defective before removing 
it. He may determine this from the D.C. and signal voltage 
measurements or by visual observation. 

WARNING: The copper conductors are only . 0027" thick on the 
printed chassis. They are easily damaged: Do not attempt to 
pull one component lead loose to check the component. Use 
only the approved procedure as outlined in the sketches and 
the sub-paragraphs listed below. 

Use a small electric soldering iron ( 60 watts or less) and 
allow it to come up to full heat before starting the repair 
job. The tip must be clean and well tinned. 

CAUTION: Do not use a soldering gun. The ex-
tremely high temperature of the tip 
will damage the phenolic board. 

Put the iron tip on the fillet under the chassis, right be-
side the component lead being removed. Put a gentle, but 
firm pressure on all leads and components being moved while 
the heat is applied. Do not hold the iron to the printed 
chassis for long periods of time. If the lead or component 
is difficult to remove, make repeated short passes at it 
rather than one long period that may overheat the board. 

1. REMOVING PARALLEL MOUNTED COMPONENTS WITH AXIAL LEADS: 

A clip leads 

pliers 

pliers push wire through hole 
until hook can be clipped 
off. 

clip off hook that was 
iron tip soldered to chassis. 

place iron on fillet again and pull the 
wire out of the hole on the top side of 
the chassis. 

2. REMOVING VERTICALLY MOUNTED RESISTORS AND COMPONENTS 
WITH AXIAL LEADS: 

A 

(.  clip 
  here 

Me, 

place iron on fillet and push 
pliers wire through the hole until 

the hook can be clipped off. 

clip off hook that was solder-
ed to chassis. 

remove wire as illustrated in 
paragraph 1. ( c). 
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2.1 ( continued) 

l ' 
C iron tip 

cut the wire as near the 
chassis as possible after 

removing as much excess solder as possible. Remove solder by 
carrying it away with the iron tip and wiping the tip on a 
clean cloth. Repeat until the hook can be clipped with small 
sharp diagonal cutters, illustrated in ( 2-D). 

push 

E 

place the iron against the 
folded wire and rotate it 
away from the conductor lead-
ing into the fillet ( 2-c). 

iron tip 

3. REMOVING PRINTED WIRING TYPE CAPACITORS: 

place iron on fillet again and push the 
resistor body over until the lead comes 
out of the hole0 

push 

iron tip iron tip 

(A) hold iron tip on one of the folded leads, as soon as the 
solder melts - push gently but firmly on the side that will 
lift this lead. The capacitor should be pushed over just far 
enough to clear the lead from the hole. 

(B) cut the lead off to prevent it from going back into the 
hole when removing the other lead. 

(C) hold the iron tip to the other lead and push the capacitor 
over until it comes free. 

4. REMOVING SADDLE TYPE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: 

Place the iron tip on top of the 
folded over mounting ear. As the 
solder melts, slip a thin knife 
between the mounting ear and the 
copper conductor pad. DO NOT PRY 
THE TAB UP WITH THE KNIFE: See 
(4-B) for bending ears away from 
chassis. When the knife is com-
pletely under the ear, remove iron 
and let the solder cool. 

Repeat on other two mounting ears. 
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4. ( continued) 

5. PREPARING THE 

A 

bottom view 
of chassis 

6. 

A 

REPLACING THE COMPONENTS: 

e== 

fold & clip 
here 

Using a pair of small sharp diagonal 
cutters, bend the mounting ears up 
and away from the copper conductor 
pads. DO NOT PRY THE MOUNTING EARS 
UP WITH A KNIFE OR SCREWDRIVER: 

Repeat the process on the other two 
mounting ears and drop the capacitor 
off the board. 

HOLES FOR THE REPLACEMENT COMPONENT: 

Use a small metal twist 
drill ( l/8" dia, or less) 
to clear the hole only in 
the fillet of solder. 
Twirl the drill by hand. 
Do not attempt to remove 
all of the solder in one 
turn, do it slowly and 
carefully. 

Do not attempt to increase 
the hole size, just remove 
the solder. It is soft and 
easily removed in this way. 

B imi 
rm 
OM  

"4 4  

ij fold & 
clip here 

(A) & ( B) Fold the leads on the new part to the same spacing 
as the mounting holes. Insert the part and fold the leads 
under the chassis to hold the part tightly against the top of 
the chassis. Clip off the excess wire. 

Put the iron tip on the fillet and lead. Solder swiftly and 
securely. If the printed chassis is damaged by accident it 
is seldom necessary to scrap it. If one of the conductors is 
broken, lay a piece of small wire (#1.8 to #24 AWG) across the 
break and solder each end to the conductor. If a fillet is 
pulled loose, break it off to get rid of the loose end. Fold 
the new component lead toward the end of the conductor and 
solder the lead to the conductor. If the component lead is 
cut too short, lay a small piece of wire across the gap solder 
it in. 
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7. REPLACING TUBE SOCKETS: 

Tube sockets are very difficult to replace and should not be 
replaced until you are positive that the one in question is 
actually defective. Resolder all of the socket pin fillets 
to assure that this is not the trouble. Inspect the top side 
to see if the tube pin sleeve is bent and can be straightened. 
Use a socket alignment tool to re-size. Check continuity from 
the top to the bottom side of the chassis. If there is a con-
nection and the socket sleeve is not out of alignment or spread 
open, the socket is O.K. and should not be removed. 

(A) If the socket has been damaged or is excessively corroded 
it must be replaced. Stand the unit so that the chassis is 
vertical. Hold a small iron to the hex nut in the center of 
the socket ( if the socket is retained in this manner). After 
the solder has melted, unscrew the retaining screw. 

(B) Remove the excess solder from all pin fillets by carrying 
it away with the tip of the iron. Repeat until all solder that 
will come loose is removed. Do not hold the iron to the chassis 
for long periods of time. 

(C) Starting at pin 1 or pin 7 ( 8 or 9 on other sockets), apply 
the iron and push against the socket to raise it at this point. 
Use the thumb and fingers only to raise socket to prevent damage 
to the board. The socket will not move very much but any move-
ment at all is helping. Place the iron on each pin in rotation 
around the socket while pushing up on the side of the socket 
adjacent to the pin being heated. After several passes around 
the socket it will no longer be held in by solder. Gently rock 
the socket and pull it free of the holes. 

(D) Use a small metal twist drill as illustrated in paragraph 
5 of these instructions to clear the fillet holes of solder. 

(E) Install the new socket and put in a new retaining screw 
similar to the one removed ( if retaining screws are used). Do 
not tighten the nut excessively and put a great strain on the 
phenolic board. 

(F) Solder the screw, nut and each socket pin fillet swiftly 
and securely. Be sure that there is no solder bridging between 
adjacent fillets or conductors. 

(G) If one of the fillets was damaged in the replacement oper-
ation, form a small loop on the end of a small piece of wire. 
Drop the loop over the socket pin and lay the wire to join the 
proper conductor. Flow solder on the connections and clip off 
the excess wire. 

From the Engineering Department of 
The Gates Radio Company 
A Subsidiary of the Harris-Intertype Corps 
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU? 

Where problems exist, we want to help. — The best way is to work out the problems together. 
In that way, you are completely familiar with what is done and future maintenance will be routine. 

1. You will note the SERVICE QUESTIONNAIRE. Fill this out completely and mail back today, if possible. Use 
an extra sheet of paper if further comments are necessary. The following are statements of fact or things to 
look for. Always remember that most problems have a simple solution. If some of the statements below are 
elementary, it is because busy, intelligent people often assume that the simple, elementary things are okay. 

Z. LOW OR HIGH EFFICIENCY. This is important as a first test. As efficiency will vary with transmitter 
powers, these esfimates will help: 

250 watts -- 65 to 75% efficiency 
500 watts — 65 to 75% efficiency 
1000 watts — 68 to 77% efficiency 
5000 watts --- 72 to 80% efficiency 

(a) The above variances in limits could be for many reasons such as slight meter error, tune-up and/or 
variance in transmission line length. 

3. COMPUTING EFFICIENCY. To compute wattage input, multiply the plate voltage by the plate current in the 
final radio frequency amplifier. For example, if plate volts were 2500 and plate current was 550 MA., we 
have: 

2500 
.550 

1375.000 

This means the power input to the final P.A. stage as required to compute power is 1375 watts, which would be 
approximate for a 1000 watt transmitter. If, at this power input, the transmitter is delivering 1000 watts out-
put as computed by antenna current ( see Par. 4), then we find the transmitter is approximately 73% efficient, 
or: 

1000 
_ 73% 

1375 

4. COMPUTING POWER OUTPUT. The formula IZR is employed here. I = the current reading of your antenna 
meter at the tower and R = the resistance measurement of your tower as provided by your consultant who 
measured your tower after it was erected. If the tower resistance was 50 ohms (they vary widely from 
tower to tower), then the antenna current squared, multiplied by the tower resistance, would be the power 
output. Using 1000 watts as the transmitter power, we find if the antenna current was 41 amperes that the 
square of this, or 4.5 x 4.5, is 20.25 and we have this simple problem: 

20.25 x 50 = 1012.5 ( watts) 

5. CORRECTING LOW EFFICIENCY. Basically a broadcast transmitter by inherent design cannot produce 
low efficiency unless it is tuned up incorrectly. If you have low efficiency, your first check should be into an 
approved dummy antenna. Light bulbs or dummy antennas of unknown resistance under power do not help. As 
every station should have a dummy antenna for off -hours testing, etc., this should be part of your test equip-
ment. Several types are listed in the Gates catalog and they are not expensive. By use of the dummy antenna, 
we have a known resistance to compute the transmitter efficiency without using the antenna tower, antenna 

coupling equipment or transmission line. By using the formula in Par. 4 above, we use the resistance of the 
dummy antenna as R. The IZR gives us the power out of the transmitter. 

6. When using a dummy antenna and efficiency is low or below that in Par. 2, the first thing to do is check the 
accuracy of the plate voltmeter and P.A. milliammeter. This is the gas tank that is always full but often turns 
out to be the offender. Meters are delicate and the transportation company could have dropped the box in just 
a way to render a meter inaccurate. You must have anather meter of known accuracy for both circuits. A 
reliable volt-ohm-meter will suffice. Be careful as the voltage is lethal. If you find either of these meters 
is off, you have  found the trouble.  

7. If all is normal, then reconnect the transmitter to the antenna. Get another R.F. ammeter (perhaps you can 
borrow one from a nearby station) and check the accuracy of this meter. An error of only a couple tenths on 
the scale makes a huge difference. Using our example in Par. 4 above, you will note we used a meter reading 
of 4.5 amperes as an example which gave us 1012.5 watts output. If this meter had read 4.4 amperes, the out-
put would have been 968 watts. Thus, if the meter was off only 0.1 amperes, we lose 44 watts or nearly 5% of 
our 1000 watts output. 

8. ARCING PROBLEMS. Power must go to the antenna. When it gets sidetracked, it has to go somewhere and 
this often causes arcing. As efficiency, discussed above, tells many stories, we often find that low efficiency 
and arcing go together. If the dummy antenna shows good efficiency and the antenna itself shows poor effi-
ciency, it means part of the power is not getting to the antenna. This could indicate several things: 

— Improper tuning of antenna coupler. 
-- Standing waves on the transmission line usually indicated by different 

current readings at each end of the line. 
— Improper ground return from the ground radials to the transmitter. 
— Incorrect resistance measurement of the tower. 
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9. TUNING ANTENNA COUPLER. Your consultant can help you by tuning up your coupler with an R.F. bridge 
at the same time he measures your tower. -- Where this is not possible and a bridge is not available, con-
sult the graphs in the instruction book and use the cut and try method. Result desired is the greatest antenna 
current without increasing the power input to the transmitter to get the increased antenna current. 

10. STANDING WAVES on the transmission line are caused by improper impedance match between the output of 
the line and the antenna coupler. Poor match between transmitter output and input to line will reduce power 
transfer and cause low efficiency. Standing waves may also be caused by a poor or no ground on the outer 
shield of the transmission line. This line should be grounded to the ground radials at the tower end and to 
the transmitter at the transmitter end. 

11. IMPROPER GROUND. Here is where many good installations go astray. We plow in 120 ground radials but 
fail to connect them well to the transmitter. Remember, this is the second conductor of our radiating circuit. 
Where the radials are bonded together at the tower, extend at least a 2-inch copper strap directly to the ground 
of the broadcast transmitter. Do not attach to one radial closest to the transmitter. Vision your transmitter 

the same as an ordinary light bulb circuit. The transmission line to the tower is one wire. The other is the 
ground strap from the radials under the tower back to the transmitter. And don't forget to ground the antenna 
coupler box too. In fact, you can't do enough good grounding. 

12. INCORRECT RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT OF TOWER. Here is where Gates might offend a consulting 
engineer. It can be said that consultants seldom miss because they know the importance but it has happened. 
We recall one world-famous consultant that came up with a wrong one and there are lots of good reasons, such 

as an error in the R.F. bridge. One cause is making changes in the ground system after the measurements are 
made. This one has upset all of us at times. Any good consultant will recheck his measurements if everything 
points that way. Be sure first because these consultants are mighty accurate. — The importance of this point 
is understood by reading Par. 4 again. If the resistance was actually 40 ohms instead of 50 ohms, the power 
output would be 20% less and the efficiency would be nothing short of horrible. 

13. FUSE BLOWING. This doesn't happen often but when it does, it is a big problem. Especially in remote 
control unattended operation. It is a little embarrassing to suggest the fuses as too small. Don't forget the 
fuse power is computed by a good safety factor as you may have some things on these fuses that you have for-
gotten about, such as a window fan or a well pump. — Also fuse rating and heat go together. A hot day and 
border line fuses is asking for trouble. 

14. More important is the deeper causes of fuse blowing. Here are a few points: 

— In extremely cold weather if you blow a fuse at morning turn-on, it is a safe bet 
the temperature of the room has gone very low and the mercury in your rectifiers 
has collected, causing an arc-back. You can correct this by placing a light bulb or 
small heating element next to the rectifiers which turns on when the transmitter is 
turned off. 

— Dirt or scum is the evil of all transmitters. Enough will cause arc -overs that 
will blow fuses. 

— Look for cable abrasions. 

15. It is also important to note that if you have had a fuse blowing ordeal, that after locating the cause, the fuse 
clips may be so badly charred that you will continue to blow fuses until the clips are replaced. Fuses will often 
blow while circuit breakers either in the transmitter or in the wall will not act. Fuses are faster but if you 
have proper size fuses the circuit breaker ahead of them will usually operate first. 

16. UNEXPLAINED OUTAGES. This is the one that puzzles all technicians and often the best of them. A trans-
mitter that goes off the air for no reason and can be turned back on by pushing the start button always brings 
the question, "What caused that?" — Of course, if this happens infrequently we can say it is normal as power 
line dips, a jump across the arc gap at the tower base, or other normal things will cause this and it should re-
move the transmitter momentarily to protect it. Some circuits include an automatic carrier reset while other 
transmitters require the operator, either remote or in attendance, to push the start button. In either case, 
frequent outages demand the cause to be located. 

17. Your transmitter always looks like the offender. It is the device with meters and it is the device that quits 
if there is a failure anywhere in the entire system. An open or short circuit in a transmission line does not 
hoist a flag at the point of trouble in the transmission line. It does react at the transmitter. A faulty insula-
tor in an antenna guy wire or a bad connection in the antenna tuning unit only shows at the transmitter. — 
In fact, as you can see, the transmitter always shows as the offender. Often it is not, in fact more often it is 
not. — If the drive shaft between your car motor and the rear wheels fails, it does not mean the motor is 
defective. 

18. Earlier we mentioned the need of a dummy antenna at every radio station. Here again we see how valuable 
it becomes because you can disconnect everything after the transmitter and use the dummy antenna. By quick 
process of elimination of the tower, coupler, transmission line, tower chokes and ground system, you are able 
to determine if the transmitter is the offender. By modulating the transmitter and doing regular programming 
for an hour or so into the dummy antenna you experience the same transmitter outages, then you can hang it on 
the transmitter. Conversely, if the transmitter gives no trouble into the dummy, you can conclude that the 
fault is not the transmitter but in what is connected to it. 

19. Step by step trouble shooting is always best. Trouble shooting is never on the basis of " It might be this 
or that." Instead, follow through from the beginning. If the transmitter was okay on the dummy antenna, the 
question becomes — "Where is the trouble?" If a transmission line connects the transmitter to the antenna 
coupler, then move the dummy antenna to the far end of the line and repeat the tests. Always remember that 
tests should be made, in part, under full modulation because often an open or an arc will occur under condi-
tions of the greatest voltage and/or current. If, in this condition, an irregularity is noted, you have found the 
point of trouble in the transmission line. If not, reconnect the antenna coupler and the next job is to visually 
observe the antenna coupler under operation. In so doing, you may actually note a small arc or corona during 
a modulation peak. This could be caused by dirt, a bad connection, or even a component that is defective. 
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20. It is well to remember that one bad connection in the radiating system can cause outages. Several years 
ago an engineer solved weeks of investigation by stepping on a poorly brazed connection at the base of the 
tower. When he did so, he noted the antenna current increase nearly ampere. So don't assume. Be sure 
the entire chain is well connected. Carelessness around the base of the tower, where wires are brazed and 
at which point is the hub of the entire ground system, has caused many problems. 

21. Other outage conditions not affecting the transmitter are listed for their value in checking: 

— Under certain conditions, especially at higher altitudes, the guy insulators will arc 
across, caused by static. This will always cause an outage as it changes the antenna 
characteristics. This is hard to find as it is hard to see. Use of field glasses at night 
is the best way. If it happens, the vulnerable insulators should be shunted with a resistor. 
Write our Engineering Department for advice, giving full antenna detail when writing. 

— At times the arc gap at the base of the tower is set too close or has accumulated 
dirt. This causes an arc to ground under high modulation. 

— A crack in the tower base insulator is unlikely but keeping it clean is very necessary. 
A low resistance path at this point can cause trouble. 

— Look at the tower chokes. Though they are husky, they are in a vulnerable position 
as to lightning. 

-- Shunt fed towers (no base insulator) are usually more sensitive to static bursts than 
series fed towers. The best method is to try and make the feed line to the tower 
equal the impedance of the transmission line. 

— One side of the tower lighting circuit shorted to the tower itself can cause a lot of 
trouble, yet the lights may function perfectly. 

22. OTHER OUTAGES. If the transmitter is the offender or it acts improperly on a dummy antenna, the process 
of elimination by starting at the first and following through is preferred unless the cause is actually known. 
The following hints may help both as to outages and improper operation: 

(FALL OUT) The transmitter kicks out a relay at high modulation. Possibly 
the overload relay is set too sensitive. Look for an arc at any variable condenser. 
If this condition is noted, it usually indicates improper tune-up or lack of complete 
neutralization. Improper L/C ratio means the amount of coil to the amount of 
capacitor used can cause high circulating current and arcs. Use of more coil 
and less capacity, and in some instances just the reverse, will solve the problem. 

(HARD TO MODULATE) Cause can be either improper impedance match at 
output of transmitter or low grid drive to the final power amplifier. Consult 
instruction book for recommended grid drive. Correct match of transmitter 
to load is covered, in part, in the instruction book. The remainder depends on 
local conditions. It is a very important part of good performance. Indication is 
a sluggish line or antenna meter, does not move up under modulation or even 
moves down. 

(BAD REGULATION) Usually power line is too small and voltage varies 
at input under modulation. Often hard to find as public utility meters and 
graphs are slow speed. Best check is to apply sine wave to transmitter. 
Check line voltage at zero modulation and then at 100% modulation. If line 
voltage drops at 100% modulation, then call your utility company. Watch for 
high line voltage. If much over the stated primary voltage for the transmitter, 
you are headed for parts failure. Likewise, low line voltage causes poor per-
formance. — Improper loading of the transmitter to the tower will also cause 
poor regulation. 

23. SHORT TUBE LIFE is usually not the fault of the tubes. Instead, is caused by over-working the tubes. 
If efficiency is low, tubes must put out more watts to make it up and thus last longer. Answer is get the 
efficiency up (see Par. 2). Arc-overs anywhere, may under certain conditions, cause the big tubes, the 
expensive ones, to self-oscillate. Find and stop the arc-over. Short tube life is compared to using more 
gas if the car is running up hill all the time. Eliminate the cause for your running up hill and tube life 
will be long. 

24. POOR QUALITY can be for so many reasons that to list them all would take many pages. It seems foolish 
to even suggest that a poor stylus in the transcription turntable is a cause for poor quality, but it happens. — 
Every station must take proof of performance measurements. This proof of performance equipment is usually 
owned by the radio station. In fact, it is difficult to keep a radio station at top performance without one. With 
this equipment, each major equipment may be checked for distortion, noise and frequency response and it is 
these checks that tell good or bad quality. Where studios are separate from transmitter, even the quality of 
the telephone line may be checked. 

25. Poor quality is often guessed at as to cause and yet we all know that the finest broadcast transmitter is only 
as good as the microphone used, which is to say, "A broadcast system is as strong as its weakest link." We 
thus can agree that poor quality usually ties down to any one item in the entire system. By use of proof of per-
formance equipment, we find out what this item is and fix it. — Though this data is not intended in any way to 
be sales data, some may wonder where to get " Proof of Performance Equipment". This will be found in the 
Gates catalog. The SA- 131 complete proof of performance package sells for $ 498.00 and is available on time 
payments as we feel every station should have one regardless of budget. 

26. Earlier it was stated that poor quality is possible from many places. The obvious is easiest to find, such as 
the poor microphone or bad turntable styli. Radio frequency leakage is often a cause for poor quality. This 
leakage is where a small amount of R.t. voltage gets into other equipment, such as the limiter, audio cables, 
and in combination installations the speech input console. — In most cases, this leakage is small enough to 
be quickly eliminated but also small enough to be hard to indicate by use of the usual methods such as a small 
neon lamp, etc.   R.F. leakage is usually caused by lack of grounding or grounds at varied potentials. 
Grounding to one common ground is best. Of course, be sure you have a ground connection. Once in awhile a 
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full rack of equipment will be found with the only ground coming through a shield of the audio cable. This, of 
course, is poor grounding and copper strap should be employed. 

27. Care should always be taken not to run R.F. cables in the same conduit or cable group as audio cables. For 
example, running the coaxial connecting cables from transmitter to monitors in the same cable as audio lines 
would be very wrong. Likewise, inserting high and low level cables, even if individually shielded, in the same 
conduit or cable group is very wrong. A high level circuit would be any output circuit. A low level circuit 
would be any input circuit. Thus, a microphone or turntable pair in the same conduit or cable group as the 
output of the program amplifier or monitoring amplifier would be asking for trouble. 

28. Poor quality is possible through overloading. All equipment is u§ually rated as to maximum input and out-
put levels. For example, if an input circuit is rated at 0 Db., this means that putting more than 0 Db. into this 
circuit is overloading. If an output circuit is rated at +18 Db. and you are developing +24 Db., the distortion 
goes up. — Careful attention to good sensible engineering practice is the answer. Short-cuts, speed in 
getting the equipment installed and throwing long known precautions to the wind cause many quality problems 
and usually demand rework. 

29. THE CHIEF ENGINEER. He has the job of keeping everybody happy — listeners, manager and stock-
holders. When trouble comes, he is under pressure. He will do his best to correct trouble as fast as he can. 
It is well to remember that electronic equipment has many circuits and many avenues of travel. Where prob-
lems are known, the solution is usually quick. Where the problem has to be found, the solution will take 
longer. -- It is well to remember that if equipment did not need maintenance, it would not need a Chief 
Engineer. The greatest service he renders is the insistence on regular preventive maintenance and his 
being there when problems arise. 

30. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. Few of us would fly in commercial airlines if we felt the planes were not 
carefully checked after every flight and, of course, they are. --- We even check our automobile tires before 
we take a trip. Our lives are lived and protected, even our homes are run on preventive maintenance. The 
good wife cleans to prevent moths.   In broadcasting equipment, preventive maintenance is mandatory. 
Most offages can be eliminated before they happen by checking before instead of fixing afterwards. 

31. Dirt is the first cause of all trouble. Excessive heat is Number 2. With the advent of unattended operation, 
both have grown. With the transmitter in a locked building, it is cleaned much less and with the windows 
closed it becomes an oven in summer months. In all cases, remember: 

— The dirt-free transmitter is the trouble-free transmitter. 
-- The cool transmitter is the longest lasting transmitter. 

Clean once weekly and duct hot air out of closed transmitter buildings. Check tubes at least monthly. Poor 
tubes mean poor quality and eventual outage. Rotate the bigger tubes every month. Include spares in this 
rotation, both to prevent gassing and also remember the guarantee will run out. If you have a defective spare 
and you rotate it into the equipment, you will find the defect before the guarantee runs out. 

32. Other things in preventive maintenance include oiling of motors in blowers and turntables, burnishing relay 
contacts as needed, cleaning attenuators, checking batteries where used, cleaning inside of all equipment. The 
inside is more important than the outside. Every station should have a small suction type cleaner such as used 
to clean an overstuffed chair. This will pick out dirt and dust from pesky trouble-making nooks and corners. 
If we take a leaf from the Navy book which says everything must at all times be sparkling clean or what is 
called "Shipshape" -- we have preventive maintenance in the complete form. 

33. ADEQUATE TEST EQUIPMENT. When you go out to take pictures you must have a light meter to test 
exposure time. This light meter has nothing to do with the camera. It is test equipment. 

34. Comparatively, you can neither maintain nor correct without the tools to do the job. An investment in 
expensive broadcasting equipment dictates a niodest investment in the necessary equipment to keep it opera-
ting at top performance. Listed below is suggested test equipment for the average radio station. Where the 
station is directional (uses more than one tower), an item or two more will be required, such as a field 
strength meter for sure. Here is the suggested list: 

-- Dummy antenna. 
— Proof of performance equipment consisting of: 

1. Audio oscillator. 
2. Distortion meter. 
3. Gain set. 
4. R. F. pickup coil or rectifier. 

-- Good grade volt-ohm-meter. 
-- Spare antenna current meter. 
— Oscilloscope. 

35. GATES ASSISTANCE TO HELP YOU. The Gates Radio Company sincerely believes that the best type of 
assistance it can render to the technical personnel in the radio broadcast field is in full cooperation with 
them in solving any problem, no matter how small. It is believed that the solution of any problem is best 
accomplished by getting to the seat of it through mutual working together between the station engineer and 
Gates technical people. As we all have a certain amount of pride, there is often some reluctance to write, 
asking about a problem that might seem simple. It is emphasized that often the problem that appears the 
simplest might be the most complex. It is only by the asking of questions that assistance can be rendered. 

36. Gates engineers and technical personnel invite the correspondence of the technical people that are using 
Gates equipment, and for that matter, even if they are not using Gates equipment, and are willing and ready 
to spend any amount of time necessary to not only be of help and assistance but to make the life of the broad-
cast technician more pleasant — and most important of all, to make the radio broadcasting equipment always 
a pleasant experience by continued satisfactory performance. 

GATES RADIO COMPANY - - QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A. 
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SERVICE QUESTIONNAIRE 

If you have a transmitter problem, your filling out answers to the following questions will permit our various engi-
neers to carefully analyze and in many cases solve the problem without expense. Please fill out completely and mail 
.• :ustomer Service Section, Gates Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois. 

(1) Radio Station   City  

(2) Street Address   Office Phone  Xmitter Phone  

(3) Chief Engineer  Home Address  

(4) Number of years with Station  

(5) Make of transmitter  Model  

(6) Date placed in service  

(7) Is transmitter located in the same building or immediately adjacent to a FM Transmitter , TV Trans-

mitter , Other  

(8) Height of tower Tower resistance  

Date resistance measured  

Reactance (indicate plus or minus)  

(9) Method of coupling transmitter to tower (please check): 

'1 transmission line fl direct coupled 

[I] series feed ( insulated tower) Ej shunt feed (no base insulator) 

El If transmission line employed, please state following: 

Type   Impedance  

Length  

(10) No. of ground radials Length  

Do you use ground screen? Size  

(11) State method of connecting ground system to main ground of transmitter  

(12) If antenna coupler used, please state following: 

Make  Age  

State antenna current (meter connecting to tower)  Amps 

State line current at transmitter  at coupler  

If transmitter feeds directional antenna system, please state whether all monitor points checked or measured 

daily , weekly , other  

(14) Number of towers  When installed?  



(15) Your transmitter 

Plate voltage at: no modulation 90% modulation  

P.A. Plate current at: no modulation    90% modulation 

P.A. Grid current at: no modulation  90% modulation   

Line or antenna current at: no modulation  90% modulation   

A.C. line volts at: no modulation   90% modulation   

NOTE: For 90% modulation measurements use a 
constant tone and not program. 

(16) In your opinion, how does transmitter sound?  

(17) If answer to 16 is -poor" state following: 

Date proof of performance made  

By whom  

—Response curve of transmitter: 50 cycles   400 cycles  

1000 cycles  2500 cycles  5000 cycles  

7500 cycles  10,000 cycles  

—Distortion: 50 cycles  100 cycles  

1000 cycles  5000 cycles  

—Noise: Db. reduction below 100 % modulation  

(18) Have you experienced part failures?  

If so, state what•  

(19) Have you experienced severe electrical storms recently?  (Important as it helps in many instances 
to find trouble). 

(20) Give your opinion as to the cause or fault of your problem.' Use another sheet of paper, if need be  

(21) Have you experienced any arcing? If so, state where:   

(22) State make of power tubes used ( the larger, more expensive tubes):  



(23) Where station has been on the air long enough, state tube life as follows: 

P.A. tube No. 1  hours 

P.A. tube No 2 (if used) hours 

Mod. tube No 1 hours 

Mod. tube No 2 hours 

Main rectifiers hours 

SPEECH INPUT EQUIPMENT: 

(24) Make of speech equipment  Model   

When purchased  

(25) Make of transcription turntables  

Model When purchased  

(26) State make of pickup as follows: 

Arm  

Head  

Filter or equalizer  

Preamplifier  

Styli: LI diamond [j] sapphire 

(z', State your opinion of fault or cause of speech equipment problem. Use another sheet of paper, if need be. 

(28) Make of limiter Model  

When purchased  

(29) Do you use a constant level amplifier such as a Gates Sta-Level or GE Uni-Level?  

(30) Are studios separate from transmitter?  

(31) If answer to 30 is Yes, have you run a response curve on the connecting telephone line?  

How is it?  

(32) DO YOU OPERATE BY REMOTE CONTROL? _ INDICATE PART TIME FULL TIME  

(33) Type of Remote Control System, DC , Tone Operated  _ Other_ Make  

(34) Do you consider your Remote Control System completely reliable?  

(35) If you operate with Remote Control full time, what provisions do you have to assure correct operating temper-

iture of transmitter?_  

(36) Is transmitter building heated in winter?  

(37) Please make rough sketch on another sheet of the Transmitter Building Ventilating System. 



THE OVERALL SYSTEM 

When all of the equipment from microphone to tower is tied together in a system, the following information will help: 

(38) Do you notice the performance is satisfactory until you add a specific piece of equipment? 

What is it?  

What happens when you add it?  

(39) Please list "Test Equipment" available to Station. Low distortion audio oscillator n distortion meter n 
scope j volt ohm meter E, R F Bridge El, other 

(40) State anything peculiar to you that may seem either simple or complex that might be worthy to note in analysis. 

Such things as outages at certain times of the day, or transmitter works well all day but won't turn on immediate-

ly in morning, or .. . anything at all that seems odd to you and yet you can't put your finger on it   

SUMMARY 

In filling out this Questionnaire, do not feel in any way that a problem is too simple to merit comment. It is well to re-

member that most serious problems have a very simple cause. Gates well understands that often those closest to the 

problem will often overlook something that becomes easier to solve when a second person such as a Gates engineer 

is able to look at it, through this Questionnaire, and without the pressure often existing at the scene of action. 

GATES RADIO COMPANY — QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A. 
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation 



F.O. 18270 00676 
S.O.761-44501/t TEST DATA SHEET BC-5P2/S 

SERIAL NO. 68522 CUSTOMER WISI 

FREQUENCY  900  KC Pikeville. Kent. c Icy 

R. F. UNIT  

CRYSTAL HEATERS   LIGHTS 

CRYSTAL SELECTOR SWITCH #1 0K , CRYSTAL SELECTOR SWITCH #2 OK 

PLATE VOLTAGE 6.10  DRIVER BIAS VOLTAGE 100 F.A.BIAS VOLTAGE  230 

FILAMENT LIGHT 0K BIAS LIGHT OK BIAS RELAY OK 

BUFFER TUNING  ox  C511  out  C512 Out 

OSO, PLATE 22.5 e  BUFFER GRID 2.5  BUFFER PLATE 15 

DRIVER GRID 20  DRIVER PLATE 230  P.A. GRID 175 

MULTIMETER OK EXCITATION CONTROL OK 

R. F. DRIVER 

C304 :88É eilJÎ  C304 CURRENT  P.5 A.  ACTIVE TURNS L303  27 

P.A. GRID TAP FROM CT 13 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

LINE IMPEDANCE 

NEUT. TAP FROM CT 9 

50 Ohm  0311 m750  c312  TURNS 1308  25  

C314 ..°0   C315  TURNS L309 10  

C316  .002  C317 CURRENT C316, C317  10 A  TURNS L312 8.2 

PLATE CURRENT  1.3  PLATE VOLT (METER READING)  5225  

TRUE POWER INPUT  (500  POWER OUTPUT  5220  EFFICIENCY  

OVERLOAD RELAYS P.A.  1.75  DRIVER 3D0,1  FIL. INTERLOCK RELAY OK 

AIR PRESSURE OK  AIR PRESSURE SWITCH OK 

LINE CURRENT METER MOUNTING 
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MODULATOR UNIT 

SHEET 2 BC-5P 2/s 
MODULATOR SERIAL NO.  68Ç22 

DRIVER PLATE VOLTAGE  5oo  MODULATOR BIAS VOLTAGE  220...9Fn 

FILAMTT LIGHT OK BIAS LIGHT OK 

BIAS INTERLOCK OK 

MODTTIATION TRANSFORYER ( T201) A1:4771PT, MODTTL.ATION REACTOR ( L201)  A.C7719E 

FODULATION COUPLING CAPACITOR ( C201)  2  

FILTZR CAPACITOR (C202) 4  

FILTER REACTOR ( L202)  AC31143E  STEP-,STA7T   

AIR PR7sSIPE  o  AIR PRESSURE S'IITCH 

/MD. 1 OVERLOAD  1.15 

FTIANTVT IMT77,I0CY OK 

30 CYCLES 

50 CYCLES 

100 CYCLES 

400 CYCLES 

1000 CYCLES 

2500 CYCIES 

5000 CYCLES 

750o CYCLES 

10,000 CYCLES 

NOISE T.,,ELOW 100% @ 1000 CYCLES 

..11\TPUI\LEVEL 10074 @ 1000 CYCI ES 

Mon. 2 OVERLOAD  1‘15 

FEEDBACK  7.5 DB 

DISTORTION AND, R7SPONSE 

5 17.r IKU 5re 1KI•T 
n-r3T. FIST, RES?. RES? . 

40.1 

2.8.. 2.1_ 41.2 4(1.13 

1.8_ la.8 

2.1_ 1.2_ 441.5 

0-0 

3.a- 2.2- 4£1.1 -eta 
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RECTIFIER UNIT 

SHEET 3 BC-5121S 
SERTAL NO. 68522 

RECTIFIER 

IINr MI= SWITCH  oic  RECTIFIER PRI. VOLTS FOR 5V. SECONDARY   

PLATE Via.  or  POWER TRANqFORMER Ap8o0OF 

PL6TE CONTACTOR ( E105) 

SHUTDCF,N TIFF, PET AY 

RECYCLING 

STEP-START 11111M11•1111MIIIIIIIII•P 

nx  FILANT TLP.,!E DELAY OK 

P.A. VOLTME CHANGE RELAY ( E108) 

PMDUCTION NO.  7(a  

SHOP ORDER NO.  unlh  

Of 

GP TES RADTO COMPANY 
QUTNCY, ILLINOIS 

ENGR. 

Art Bragg TEST ENGR. 

11/V61  DATE 



4-250 A 

GND. 03020  

IBIAS 303 

03040  

03080  

030‘0  

78304 

R307 
10011. 
10 WATT 

L301 

2. 5 rin.r4 

c 515 R 513 

—r— MFD 200011 

G.001.1.V. 10WATT 

319 
12.5KV. 

.0021 L303 

_  I 1 1....74i4 

C3044 

- 1 f-

\ 1 

c3"(zsoow.v.) 

XV 302 

3X2500F3 

I-305 

1000   

C307 
.02 

I 000 W.V. 

r-
I 0313 

125MMFDI 
ZOK.V. 

L3I 5 I 0324 C323 

C308 
.02 

.000%.4v1 

GATES RADIO COMPANY 
01/1/401, 11.1.1M011. 

C. 7 7 2.7 
SCALE 

102 1011 104 103 102 101 LIST Or 

OTY 0, 0,. 02•01,11P/10.14 1.21. 

.002 . 002 

L 308 

1--
1_ l 

8 KV 8KV 1 

1.307 I Té3,5 
0318 0320 C309 1- c3- ,0 

C 314 T . 1 
I 
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